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Sunrise Patriots
First in

the nation with the fifty star flag

By Donald W. Beattie

SUNRISE PATRIOTS
Introduction
One cold, stormy, December evening in 1959, the Jaycees
of Mars Hill, Aroostook, ME (hereinafter called Mar’s Hill except
in quoted documents - my interpretation as to how the town got
its name is noted below), established a Fourth of July Celebration
Committee to work out the details of raising the official, fifty-star
flag - one which would see the first rays of the sun on Mar’s Hill
(mountain) on July 4, 1960 - to celebrate the entrance of Hawaii
as the fiftieth state in the Union.
Therefore, the subtitle for this booklet called, Sunrise
Parriots is: “First in the Nation with the Fifty Star Flag.”
The town of Mar’s Hill was not named, I believe, as some
do, for Mars, the God of War, but Mars Hill, with that spelling, its
presumed, incorporated name, has fielded a few ‘battles’ and signs
of ‘open, ideological warfare’, for sure, over its history. I’ve
experienced some of this having been born there on July 11, 1935
and maintaining numerous ties with the town ever since. Neither
was it named for Mars Hill (Rock of Ages) or The Aeropagus, a
bare, marble hill next to the Acropolis in Athens and upon which
St. Paul preached. Some say it was named for the planet Mars. Is
there any definitive documentation?
Mars Hill, Maine as we know it today was undoubtedly,
initially, at least, named for a man named Mar who owned the hill,
or parts of it, now called Mars Hill Mountain (or Big Rock Ski
Area) - therefore, Mar’s hill or Mar’s Hill (not Mars Hill)! One
can easily see how the name Mar’s hill became a colloquialism,
Mars Hill, though, even as the Boutfort (or Bout-Fort) Road in
Bridgewater, Aroostook, ME has become known as “The
Bootfoot,” eh? The street sign, there, states the latter. I suspect my
great uncle, Wally Clark, if living today, would ponder that, ‘new’
sign having resided on the Boutfort Road during his adult life!
Pleased, but a bit overwhelmed, Donald W. Beattie
(hereinafter called Weldon, his middle name, the same name he
uses in his autobiography, MACKINTOSH; this story is a chapter
in that autobiography), who joined the Jaycees that evening, was

named the committee’s chairperson. The committee was placed
under the direction of Jaycees’ External Vice President. Stanley J.
Lavery (referred to as Lavery or Stan Lavery, hereinafter).
Weldon ‘immediately’ proceeded to research and plan the
component parts of the project. He soon discovered the person
most interested in the sun striking the mountain on a daily basis,
especially during the summer months, was a prominent farmer,
John J. Edmunds of Bridgewater, Aroostook, ME. Edmunds'
extensive correspondence, especially to government officials and
newspapers, with respect to the sun striking the mountain, will be
reviewed herein.
On August 6, 2005, Weldon learned from Edward (Ebbie)
Edmund, John J. Edmunds’ grandson, that Ebbie has a large
collection of his grandfather’s papers on this subject. Hopefully,
both Weldon’s and Ebbie’s collections will be placed in the Walter
T. Hanson Library in Mar’s Hill at some appropriate time. Weldon,
in fact, already placed his collection of papers on this ‘sunrise’
topic, there, in the fall of 2009.
Weldon also had an informal and short discussion on the
subject of their respective collections with Ebbie Edmunds after
the Town of Bridgewater Reunion Dinner held in the Keith
Kingsbury (one of Weldon’s former students), Potato House in
Bridgewater, ME in August 2008. At the same time Weldon
learned from Rita Kingsbury that she carried the Hawaiian, state
flag atop Mar’s Hill during the celebration, there, on the morning
of July 4, 1960.
In his preliminary research, Weldon learned there had been
an earlier celebration on the same mountain in 1869 by soldiers
and townspeople. The Reverend Benjamin C. Bubar, Sr. of Blaine,
Aroostook, Maine told of this celebration in a letter to Weldon on
February 1, 1960. Bubar learned about the event by reading the
personal notes of Seth Snow about Mar’s Hill. Snow was a
popular, early, local judge about whom Weldon, as a youngster,
remembered a story told by his father. Peter Ernest Beattie, about
the frugality of Mr. Snow - a relative of a cousin of Weldon’s,
Sandra (Barrett) Smith; Leighton and now a Mar’s Hill, ME-based
historian in her own right though she was born in Robinson,
Aroostook, ME. According to Peter (born with that first name and
known locally as Ernest), the judge “ate crackers for breakfast,
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drank water for lunch and let the crackers swell up for supper.”
More ‘enlightening’ stories involving some of Bubar's excerpts are
stated, below:
“You enquire about a flag being raised on Mars Hill. 1 have
been a close student of Aroostook for over 60 years. Do not let
anyone shove you off the wrong end of the plank. There never was
but one public flag-raising on the mountain. That was July 4th after
General Grant was elected President.
“When the news reached Aroostook, that General Grant, a
soldier, had been elected President [in 1868], the returned soldiers
in Blaine and Mars Hill, climbed Mars Hill and kept a bonfire
burning all night.
“At that time they decided to have a 4th of July celebration
on top of the mountain [in 1969] in honor of a soldier becoming
President. Accordingly, they began to make their plans. In June, a
crowd of soldiers went to [the] top of the mountain and hewed out
timber and laid a dance floor. The floor was built on the spot which
had been cleared by the Mohawk and Aroostook (sometimes called
St. Francis) Tribes where they held a victory war dance and
celebrated a wedding between the two tribes, after their last battle
had been fought where the trails met...between Mars Hill and the
range of hills on the West. That treaty was signed and they never
fought again....
“At the flag-raising on Mars Hill [July 4, 1869], where
many soldiers and citizens from Bridgewater, Blaine, Mars Hill
and Westfield had met to celebrate, Isaiah Snow took his flag
which he had brought from home from the...[Civil War] and raised
it there on a tall pole.
“While the dance was on, they built a fire near it, on the
West Side of the flag pole. The wind began to blow and
blew...sparks into the flag. They feared it would take fire and they
took a long sapling, and several soldiers placed it high up on the
pole and pushed it over. They untied the flag and [wound] it
around Snow and called for a speech.
“This, in part, is what he said - ‘I have followed this flag
thru battle, fire and Hell. I have seen it fall many times, but always
someone picked it up and carried it on through smoke, shot and
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shell. This flag may fall again, but as long as there is blue in the
sky and stars in the blue, this flag will rise and lead on’.”
Isaiah Snow was fourteen years old during the 1850 Census
for Mars Hill Township.
Reverend Bubar noted - a year later, “Mr. and Mrs. John
[Allen and Ellen] Hawksley [Jr.] went up...Mars Hill
Mountain...[on July 4, 1870], They took their son Samuel, who
was a year old, up with them. He was born on April 29, 1869.”
Allen Jr. and Ellen Hawksley were William (Bill)
Hawksley’s great aunt and uncle. His parents were Aubrey and
Helen (Estabrook) Hawksley; Hall. His brother is Richard and
sister, Ruth. All three are Weldon's second cousins, sharing the
same great grandfather, John Wilmot Estabrook of Tracey Mills,
Carleton County, NB, who moved from Canada to Bridgewater
and ultimately bought from the Snow Family what is now known
as the Clark Farm in Mar’s Hill where Weldon was born. Bill was
a member of the Mar’s Hill Jaycees during the July 4, 1960
celebration year. He, Clair Sylvester and Dale Collins (also
Jaycees) drove a jeep from Boston, where they were participating
in Guard duty. They got back into town just in time to observe the
celebration of the Fourth, 1960.
Weldon’s first trip to the top of the mountain was on his
tenth birthday, July 11, 1945 with David L. Franz. He died at age
85 on November 6, 2009 in Hamilton, Essex, MA. In 1944-45,
Franz was preaching and conducting a Bible School at the East
Ridge Union Church. Years later Dr. Franz was a professor of
history at Gordon College in Wenham, Essex, MA, and in 1974 he
sent Weldon and a colleague, G. V. Weston, with 18 teachers to
Europe (with the European Seminar Association - a Franz
creation, in 1954) for eight weeks, which included a nine day trek
into Israel). More on this subject and Franz are found In Weldon's
book, AMERICA’S MOST HISTORIC COUNTY:
PERSONALIZING ESSEX COUNTY, MA IN NATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE. Franz is prominent in this CD book in a chapter
entitled, Integrative Education. He was nineteen and Weldon age
nine when they first met. Subsequently Franz became Weldon’s
foremost, all-time, mentor.
For his birthday, Weldon had received a baseball glove
(Weldon is left-handed) and took it, proudly, with him on the
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mountain jaunt that afternoon with Franz. He served as a summer
pastor at the "East Ridge Union Church for several years running
until he graduated from Wheaton College in IL, got married and
went to graduate school at Harvard University. He and his wife,
Doris, had four children. Franz’ professorial career was principally
at Gordon College in Wenham, MA.
About two dozen boys from the Union church and
elsewhere on the East Ridge Road joined together for a fun night
of ‘camping out’ on Mar’s Hill Mountain during this event.
To receive Weldon and take him to the summit, Franz
walked from the Edson and Vilah Grass farm on the “Ridge,” to
King’s Grove to Weldon’s house directly across from its cemetery
with many ‘early’ families buried there. It was over three miles,
south, on a parallel line from the Grass farm. The mountain hike
was another three miles.
There was a fire for cooking that evening but no flag was
raised. Weldon did not experience another trip up the mountain for
another 15 years.
Why the Celebration?

The idea of raising the first fifty-star flag with the sun
hitting it on top of Mar’s Hill, first in the nation on July 4th (in full
view of a window in the Edmunds house in Bridgewater) in 1960
was inspired by the interest and persistence of John J. Edmunds in
particular! He ate his breakfast looking out that same window and
saw the sun come over the horizon, often, when it shone on the
mountain.
The letter to Weldon from Reverend Bubar also reinforced
the notion that the top of the mountain had been the site of a
previous Fourth of July celebration. There was plenty of historical
information to motivate the flag-raising committee!
The principal, patriotic motivation, locally, for the project,
was that the sun would shine at dawn, first, at the peak of the
mountain in Mar’s Hill, ME on July 4, 1960. That year the
American flag boasted a full, fifty stars, and flying it on the town’s
highest hill would make Mar’s Hill “First in the Nation with the
Fifty-Star Flag.” It would be the first place in the United States of
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America, continental or otherwise, where the flag would be greeted
by the sun’s initial rays that day.
The celebration’s central thesis was heightened by the
USA’s tradition that the official raising of a national Hag, relating
to the admission of a new state into the Union - in this case,
Hawaii - always was conducted at dawn on July Fourth. Carving
out its claim to this future, momentous, national event, a
proclamation was written and signed by the Town Manager and
Jaycee Vice President, Stan Lavery. It was then submitted from the
Town of Mar’s Hill Selectmen and Town Manager, Stan Lavery,
who wrote it, to the sitting Governor, The Honorable John F. Reed,
early in 1960. It read:
“WHEREAS, the great state of Maine, and in particular,
the peak of Mars Hill is the first point in these United States to
receive the light of day on July Fourth, 1960, and
WHEREAS, at dawn on July 4th, 1960, occurs the first
moment that the new, 50-star flag of the United States of America
can officially be flown in this great Union, and
WHEREAS, the admittance of our sister state, Hawaii, to
this Union is cause for great celebration, and
WHEREAS, these Great United States of America span an
area of the globe stretching from the Great State of Maine in the
East to the state of Hawaii in the West, it is fitting, therefore, that
the State of Maine be the first to honor and commemorate this
momentous occasion with all the pomp and circumstance attendant
thereto;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT KNOWN TO YOU as the
Governor of Maine, John F. Reed, that we. The Mars Hill Jaycees,
extend to you and your family the most cordial invitation, each and
everyone, to assemble with us and be our honored guests and
participate in this historic event which will run, in prominence in
history of this great State, second only to the sinking of the
Battleship MAINE."

Later, in April 1960, the Mar’s Hill celebration of the FiftyStar Flag was up-staged, somewhat, when the United States
Government decided to fly the flag at 12:01 A.M. - one minute
into July 4lh at Fort McHenry — with no apparent ceremony “at
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dawn's early light.” This was an executive order by the President
of the United States, Dwight D. Eisenhower. At any rate, Mar’s
Hill’s Fourth of July celebration was a civic rather than a military
or political event!
Harley W. York, Jr., a longtime resident of Mar’s Hill,
whose farm fronts the mountain served at Fort McHenry while in
the Army after college. He graduated from the Wheaton College in
1956. Harley was a member of the Jaycees at the time of the
celebration. Weldon once met Harley and Loree, his wife, while in
Washington, D.C. and stayed at their home nearby in MD while
attending a convention in the nation’s capital in 1958 as a senior at
Gordon College in Wenham, MA. More about Harley York and the
Celebration’s parade, later on!

Sunrise Legacy
Throughout much of his adult life, John J. Edmunds
remained fascinated with Mar’s Hill (the mountain that is),
enjoying its early sunrises, especially in the summertime. In 1959,
after years of research about the giant hill, he described it as an
isolated mountain, about 1660 feet high and about three miles wide
at its base. Edmunds further noted, it was six miles long and rose
out of a rolling plain on either side just west of the St. John River.
Edmunds estimated it to be between 400-700 feet above sea
level with occasional, widely separated, ridges in the vicinity of
about 800-1000 feet in elevation, “scarcely anything [as] high as
Mars Hill” except Number Nine Mountain and Saddleback
Mountain - both southwest of Mar’s Hill Mountain — in Aroostook
County.
In particular, as he observed the sun striking Mar’s Hill
during many mornings of his long life, Edmunds pondered the
phenomena with respect to its juxtaposition with the summer sun,
especially, and he made this frequent interest in the sun’s path at
sunrise a personal hobby.
Edmunds’ “first in the nation” sunrise 'thesis’ was based on
predicted and general information which he gleaned from the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey rather than mere hearsay.
He used observational and common sense skills and experiences
based on having seen the sun peak through and creep over the
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Canadian hills and hit the back-side of Mar’s Hill for many
decades when he rose during the pre-daylight hours of the morning
to prepare for his daily farming routine..
Edmunds lived and toiled on well-carved and relatively flat
farmland spreading south to north about halfway between the
Town of Bridgewater and the Boundary Line of Canada and the
United States and in clear view of the east and south side of Mar’s
Hill. His farm, operated later, for some years, by his grandson,
Edward (Eb or Ebbie) Edmunds, now of East Blaine, ME, lies on
both sides of the road and is rich potato land. The house, where I
first met Edmunds, still sets on the north side of the Boundary Line
road (I noticed it again, on April 6, 2005), previously owned by his
father, Edward Edmunds, Sr., for whom John named one son,
Edward, who died in a plane crash (Eb's father).
In response to John J. Edmunds’ May 31, 1952 letter to the
Department of Commerce’s United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey, he received a reply dated June 20, 1952 from Acting
Director, Robert W. Knox. Its response was not the first to have
been received by that department over the years “concerning the
point on the U. S. mainland where the morning sun first strikes.”
Knox noted “we do not think the question can be settled
conclusively without an actual testing on the ground or a rather
intensive study of the topography. However, the information given
[herein] may be of interest to you....”
Knox also wrote, “If there were no intervening topography
to the east of any of the points, the following apparent Eastern
Standard times of sunrise would prevail:

Mars Hill
Mt. Katahdin
Mt. Cadillac
W. Quoddy

March 21

June 21

5h 27m
5h 28m
5h 30m
5h 29m

3h 3Im 7h 07m
3h 30m 7h 04m
3h 43m 7h 00m
3h 42m 7h 02m”

December 21

Acting Director Knox was quick to note, “West Quoddy
Head (and probably Mt. Cadillac) are practically unaffected by
intervening topography insofar as the sunrise is concerned.
Therefore, the times given for these two points may be considered
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correct to about one minute under average refraction conditions.
However, the times for the two inland points, [of Mars Hill and
Katahdin Mountains] are necessarily affected by the land lying to
the east. The uncertainty lies in whether the effect of such
obstruction is enough to overcome the indicated time advantage of
about eleven minutes in the summer, the most favorable time for
the inland points.” Knox’s last statement reckoned, “It appears
with considerable certainty that the point in question would be
West Quoddy Head for a good portion of the year other than the
mid-summer months.”
Quick to see what he assumed to be an error in Knox's
letter with respect to Mt. Katahdin’s stated advantage, on June 21st,
Edmunds corresponded again with the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey on June 28, 1952. This displayed a perceptive
attention to detail and the vivid tenacity that Edmunds had for
bringing his thesis into focus. Accordingly, Edmunds received
another letter from Robert W. Knox dated July 3, 1952, which
stated: “a recheck was made of the figures for the times of sunrise
given in our letter of June 20th. It was found that the Eastern
Standard Time of sunrise for Mt. Katahdin on June 21s1 should
have read 3h 34 m instead of 3h 30m.” Knox agreed in this letter
that Edmunds’ “surmise that the point farther north would have its
greatest advantage on June 21st is of course correct.”
What seemed from Knox to be a more personal statement
then followed: “Although we try to maintain a high degree of
reliability in data such as was furnished you, occasionally small
errors do occur and remain undetected. I appreciate that the
discrepancy bears directly on your problem and am glad that you
noticed it so promptly.”
Seeming to be satisfied with this response, communications
between Edmunds and Knox subsided. Later, a new round of
letters on the subject of Mar’s Hill and the sun was initiated by the
Bridgewater native, this time with newspapers. On July 9, 1952 (it
proved untimely by the date on Knox’s last letter for Edmunds to
rally any support for Mar’s Hill’s cause for the date July 4, 1952, if
in fact that were his expectation) he launched his public campaign
on the subject. Edmunds was not one to confront unwarrantedly
but he was good at legitimately ‘stirring the pot’ in a public forum
and for his own self-satisfaction.
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‘Aroostookers’ usually have been very loyal to the
BANGOR DAILY NEWS (hereinafter referred to as NEWS).
Therefore, Edmunds first told his story to the NEWS. This was his
‘sun’ story:

“On many occasions during the past years there have
been many claims and opinions as to where the sun strikes the
mainland [of the United States] first. It has always been my
thought that Mars Hill Mt was one of the earliest places due to its
height of about 1660 feet and being almost up against the Canadian
border. I recently took this matter up with the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey at Washington DC and am pleased to report their
studied finding as follows [Eastern Standard Time]:

Mars Hill
Mt. Katahdin
Mt. Cadillac
W. Quoddy

March 21

June 21

December 21

5h 27m
5h 28m
5h 30m
5h 29m

3h 3Im
3h 34m
3h 43m
3h 42m

7h 06m
7h 04m
7h 00m
7h 02m

“USC&GS states ‘that due to being on the ocean coast the
times given for Cadillac and Quoddy are quite accurate to within
one minute under average conditions. The times for Mars Hill and
Katahdin might vary slightly due to possible land obstruction to the
East.
“A summary of their findings is that the Sun strikes Mars
Hill Mt and Mt Katahdin first in the mid summer months (at
summer solstice) with Mars Hill Mt holding a slim lead of one to
three minutes over Katahdin. In the winter months (at winter
solstice) West Quoddy Head and Mt Cadillac would be the favored
places by 2 to 5 minutes over the two northern mountains. At the
fall and spring equinoxes the margins would be so close that on the
spot testing would be required. The declination of the Earth on its
axis is of course responsible for the variation in times of sunrise.”
Edmunds also enclosed letters with his news release
including the data which he received from the USC&GS
delineating the sunrise times in the synopsis noted above.
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Press Responds
When the NEWS received and published the USC&GS
figures, on July 17, 1952, the “first with the sun controversy” took
on a public face and “Sunrise watchers through Northern and
Eastern Maine were thrown into a minor dither....”
One could argue that the story was fairly stated by the
NEWS; it did not take any sides, specifically, although it agreed
that based on the figures provided via John J. Edmunds that
“Mount Katahdin, shares at least the sun’s first rays with...West
Quoddy, Mars Hill Mountain, or Mount Cadillac.”
“Theoretically,” said Joseph Cobb, the NEWS’ staff writer,
“from the figures supplied, Mars Hill Mountain has been sprawling
next to the Canadian border and soaking up America’s first
mainland sunshine for seven or eight eons. This is why John J.
Edmunds. Bridgewater [potato] grower and shipper, brought the
table [noted above] to the NEWS’ attention.”
Cobb went so far as to say, based on the USC&GS’s
figures, “it would appear that Mount Katahdin, despite the claims
of a century, is pretty well out of the running...[in that] to the east
of Katahdin is a long stretch of Maine with high points that may be
presumed to shadow Katahdin from time to time. The same goes
for Mars Hill Mountain, with an even greater extent of topography
between it and the rising sun.”
In early 1960 Cobb’s (and other groups who had not
'refined their math’) last statement was proven incorrect by
Norman Schultz’s early 1960 findings and the June and July 1960,
related data, compiled by Carroll F. Merriam of Prospect Harbor,
ME, a USC&GS employee in the Pine Tree State.
For Cobb and others, who became interested in determining
near definitive data on the sun’s rise on July 4, 1960. raising the
topography issue made a lot of extra work for the Mar’s Hill
Jaycees (and 'third party mathematicians’) in their efforts to
discount claims other than that of the Town of Mar’s Hill. A
public-interest fury developed in some circles and many Maine
folks sought a rapid and simple conclusion to the controversy. Not
to be!

This interest surfaced from time to time from 1952 and
became more intense in the first six months of 1960- nearly until
the day before the flag was raised, in the rain, in Mar's Hill at
dawn.
From April through June 1960 Carroll F. Merriman
completed mathematical work on both refraction and topography
(horizon) related issues, which, ultimately, gave Mar’s Hill the
edge (if the sun shone) even if only by a few seconds, over its
closest rivals - as a later review will demonstrate.
Cobb as writer and the USC&GS professionals as
scientists- although neither recorded or calculated, respectively,
the more meticulous data, which Merriam provided eight years
later - both suggested the idea of an onsite check at each
contending location. Cobb liked the idea of placing observers with
“Walkie-talkies on each of the contested peaks...” as one way of
obtaining more simultaneous figures.
Having read and reread Cobb’s earlier news story, by
Jaycee members, which favored checking out the competing sites
to provide benchmark data for scientists to use for projecting actual
times, led to one of the major strategies behind the Celebration
Committee’s decision to venture up Mar’s Hill several times both
informally and formally.
A formal, early expedition was made on June 8, I960. That
effort was for the purpose of recording the “actual” time of the
sunrise at the peak of the mountain on that day. This expedition
will be described by Weldon, later, as will other, local treks to the
top of the mountain.
John J. Edmunds in his own quiet way, nonetheless, had
continued to “stir the broth" with respect to the ‘Sun-Rising
Debate’, in June 1952, by presenting a letter to the Editor of the
PORTLAND PRESS HERALD — hereinafter referred to as the
PRESS HERALD. Actually, his was a response to the PRESS
HERALD’s recent article on this subject. Edmunds' letter stated:
“I read with interest the...article on the SUNDAY
TELEGRAM, editorial page of June 14 wherein you once more
raise the old question of where the sun strikes Maine first.
“I personally questioned the several claims of Southern
Maine and asked the United States [Coast and] Geodetic Survey at
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Washington DC, to check and give me exact times of the rising
sun.
“They informed me as I suspected that the sun strikes Mars
Hill Mountain in Mars Hill, first on June 21 and also on March 21
each year. In wintertime the sun strikes either Quoddy Head or Mt.
Cadillac first. This is due to the declension of the earth in relation
to the sun.
"I enclose authoritative and corroborative information
herewith fully supporting my position. An account of this together
with drawings of earth and sun, etc. would make an interesting
article for all Maine readers. I shall watch for your next Sunday
paper with interest as that is the actual day [the] sun strikes [the]
United States as well as Maine [and] first on Mars Hill Mountain,
in Aroostook County....”

Edmunds, soon thereafter, received a short note from
Dwight E. Sargent, editor of the PRESS HERALD, dated July 7
[ 1952] which read: “Enclosed are your clippings. Thank you very
much for your interesting letter about the rising of the sun. 1 was
most happy to use it on the PRESS HERALD editorial page.”
Eventually, a full article followed.

Edmunds Persists
Soon after Weldon graduated from Aroostook Central
Institute in Mar’s Hill, during the latter part of June 1953 and
before his eighteenth birthday, Edmunds’ persistence once again
brought notice to the sunrise story when the article he hoped for minus the suggested drawings - appeared on the front page of the
PRESS HERALD. It applauded Mar’s Hill for joining a select
group of Maine communities whose natural resources, are, in the
United States, "First Hit By Sun’s Rays.” It read as follows:

“This is one of the days [June 21st, 1953] that folks in Mars
Hill can check a Government prediction that their Mars Hill
Mountain is the first U.S. land touched twice a year by the rising
sun’s rays....”
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“Mars Hill’s bid was entered this week by John J. Edmunds
of nearby Bridgewater. His entry was published in Friday’s [June
[9, 1953] PRESS HERALD.
“He says he wrote to the U.S. [Coast and] Geodetic Survey
in Washington and was assured that on two days a year the sun,
mathematically, hits Mars Hill Mountain before it touches any
other U.S. spot. Today is one of those days [June 21], March 21 is
the other.
“Other places which have long claimed to be first suntouched are Mount Katahdin. near Millinocket, Mount Cadillac on
Mount Desert Island, Eastport and Lubec.”
"BAR HARBOR TIMES publisher C. Edward Shea has
furthered his island’s sun fetish by printing membership cards in
the Sunrise from Mount Cadillac Club. They attest that the holder
has stood on the peak and seen ‘the rising of the sun on that day
before it was seen from any other place in America’.
“[As with]...Edmunds, Shea has what he says is ‘scientific
data’ to back that claim.
“There’s one nice thing about all these Maine towns’
claims over which one sees the sunrise first: They’re all right - at
least part of the time.
“That’s on the say-so of a government man who computes
such things as part of his everyday job: Portland Weather Bureau
Chief Forecaster Ernest W. G. Kliemann.
“He backs his two-way finding with a big stack of
government sunrise tables, plus a natural law of physics that says
the sun is quicker than the eye.
“And Forecaster Kliemann says that one brace of data may
be just as valid as another.
“It all depends on where you're standing when you see the
sun, the time of year and temperature, says he.
“Sunrise beams apparently never hit the same place at the
same time two days running. That’s due to the tilting of the
Northern Hemisphere away from the sun during varied seasons.
“The government sunrise tables - from which sunshine
times can be computed for any place in the world - bear that out.
And they make the Mars Hill claim a valid one, Kliemann says.
"But the eye can ‘see’ what the tables may not figure on, he
adds. Just as hot, rarified air can bend the sun's rays in the desert to
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produce a mirage, so can it paint for your eye a sunrise that isn't
there!
“There’s no mystery to that, said the Forecaster. Given
certain temperatures for a few days, plus a certain amount of water
vapor to produce the proper air density, and a sunrise can be ‘seen’
several minutes before it is scheduled to appear. That becomes
truer the higher you climb to watch it. Rarified air ‘bends' light
more than heavy, sea level air does.
“That mirage effect might have this result on all those
sunrise claims. Suppose on the tenth of X Month the sun was due
by the Government tables to touch Mount Cadillac and Mars Hill
Mountain at the same minute. You stand on Cadillac; a friend is on
Mars Hill.
“It could be that heavy, wet, air rolls in from the ocean and
you don’t see the sun until you’re scheduled to. But up on Mars
Hill, in dry, warm air, your friend may ‘see’ the sun several
minutes before he’s scheduled to do so.
“He’s not really ‘seeing’ it ahead of you! You can’t use that
for an argument with a man on a mountain who can point and say,
It’s, there ain’t it’?”
Six Years Later

There was no trek up the mountain in Mar’s Hill or Mount
Cadillac by Edmunds or anyone in response to either the Cobb or
the PRESS HERALD stories - at least that this author has seen
published. Edmunds was principally interested in the ‘science’ of it
all! After all he lived in Bridgewater, not Mar’s Hill. Two towns
away!
At any rate, there had been no additional publicity on the
matter for another six years. Then, Edmunds elicited THE NEWS NEW YORK’S PICTURE NEWSPAPER’S (hereinafter referred to
as the NY NEWS in contrast to the Bangor newspaper, the
BANGOR DAILY NEWS or the NEWS, as noted previously)
support for his sunrise thesis. Unfortunately, this effort merely
postponed any ‘definitive’ settlement of the controversy for which
Edmunds might have wished when the NY NEWS thanked him for
his May 17, 1959 letter and returned his clippings and drawings in
a letter dated May 21,1959.
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This new round of correspondence, though it did not
support Mar’s Hill’s claim, nonetheless, precipitated a ‘turn in the
road’, as far as influencing the revival of the controversy - it
caused Edmunds to once again focus, patiently, on Maine’s unique
sunrise phenomena.
This turn of events (1959) developed almost
simultaneously with Weldon’s graduation from Boston University
with his A. M. degree in History (with a few additional psychology
courses - he received the Ph.D., there, in 1966) the same spring.
The exchange of letters happened about the time Superintendent
William MacGaughey, of the Mar’s Hill, Blaine, Monticello and
Bridgewater schools, signed Weldon to a one year contract to teach
junior high and high school students at Bridgewater Classical
Academy in Edmund’s home town.
Edmund's letter to the NY NEWS was prompted by an
editorial comment, therein, about Maine. Commenting was Reuben
Maury, Chief Editorial writer for the NY NEWS in a May 17th
letter. Rueben responded: “The statement to which you object in
our editorial on Maine was based on the following sentence from a
booklet entitled FACTS ABOUT MAINE issued in 1958 by the
Maine Department of Economic Development, ‘Affectionately
known as THE GIANT OF THE EAST, Mount Katahdin owns the
distinction of being the first spot in the United States to greet the
morning sun’.” The writer assumed “the Department has the latest
and best information on this question [and responded] If you can
get this state agency to change its above-quoted statement, and let
us know about it, we shall be glad to consider printing a correction.
Otherwise, we expect to stand on our statement as first published.”
Edmunds did not let the ball drop! Upon Receipt of Rueben
Maury’s letter, he began a new round of communications with both
the Maine Department of Economic Development and the
USC&GS. The latter, then, had new leadership.
In response to Edmund’s letter to Maine’s Economic
Development Office, Richard A. Hebert, an administrative
assistant, thanked Edmunds for his interest in where Maine’s
morning sun first strikes and proceeded to provide Bridgewater’s
‘sunrise patriot’ with the following notations:
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“I believe that it was many, many years ago that Mount
Katahdin was given this honor by Maine boosters, perhaps more
than 100 years ago when Thoreau first published the scenic
wonders of Mount Katahdin [in THE MAINE WOODS],
“It was probably in or about 1890 that the altitude of Mars
Hill was correctly determined by the USCGS, and perhaps a
number of years later before accurate computations determined the
exact minute for the various solstice dates in the year, as
enumerated in your document.
“You are probably familiar with the fact that it was only
about ten years ago that an official change of ten feet higher was
given by the USCGS for Mount Katahdin, and altitude figures
which have been considered authentic for many years had to be
adjusted.
"This is only by way of discussion to point out what you
can fully appreciate, namely, that statements once accepted as
authentic over a long period of time have a way of staying in the
common literature long after more accurate computations have
been made and announced.
“Your service to us in pinpointing the sunrise times at the
four Maine locations now gives us the opportunity to see if we can
check further into the uncertain factor as to whether any heights of
land lying to the east of Mars Hill might serve to obstruct the sun’s
rays enough to affect the timetable supplied by the USCAGS. This
we are in the process of doing, and if we are successful, we will be
certain to revise any of our literature pertaining to the subject.”
Late Entry
Mar’s Hill had not been involved previously in sunrise,
Hag-raising exercises during any part of the twentieth century. For
example, it had not raised a flag in commemoration of the entrance
of the 49th state, Alaska, into the Union. Celebrating patriots atop
Cadillac and Katahdin had done so on July 4, 1959. On that day
the 49th star flag was raised on those mountains at sunrise. Their
respective claims were that “the sun struck Cadillac’s flag” at
4:45.5 A. M, and Katahdin at 4:42 A. M. - E. D. S. T.
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In his letter Edmunds asked if the USC&GS again would
“check the approximate time the sun struck Mars Hill Mountain’s
top on July 4th [in 1959 and inform him].”
In a letter dated July 22. 1959, Rear Admiral, Charles
Pierce, a new name to the issue — the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey’s Assistant Director - reported this to Edmunds:
“It was interesting to receive the information on the times
actually observed for sunrise at Mount Cadillac and Mount
Katahdin, and to note that the predicted times of sunrise, as
previously furnished you for these two points are in fair agreement
with those observed. We made an investigation of the predicted
time of sunrise as seen from Mars Hill Mountain on July 4. Due to
the location of this point with respect to topography to the east, and
due to the uncertainties of refraction, it is not possible to determine
the exact time of sunrise at Mars Hill Mountain closer than two or
three minutes. Our best estimate of this time is 4:41 A. M. Eastern
Daylight [Savings] Time for July 4, 1959. Thus, the actual time of
sunrise at Mars Hill Mountain might have been slightly earlier or
slightly later than at Mount Katahdin.
“Since the predicted times for sunrise for the three points in
question [Mt. Katahdin, Mt. Cadillac and Mar’s Hill] are so close
to each other, and since the azimuth of the sun and the refraction
vary from day to day, comparative times of sunrise for a given day
can only be determined by direct observation.”

Rear Admiral Charles Pierce “believed that no useful
purpose would be served by having our Survey Party visit Mars
Hill Mountain at this time.” Nonetheless, as we will see later in the
story, this would not be Pierce's last word on the subject.

Edmunds Reflects
Based on Pierce’s information and its interpretation in his
July 22, 1959 letter, Edmunds may have settled the matter in his
own mind in favor of Mar’s Hill as being a minute or so ahead or
behind Mt. Katahdin on July 4 between March 21 and September
21. He was not, for sure, reluctant to recognize the “wealth had to
be shared” with West Quoddy Head, Mt. Cadillac and Mt.
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Katahdin, at different times of the year or collectively. He stated
this point of view in a letter to Everett T. Greaton, Director of the
Division of Recreation in the Maine Department of Economic
Development dated October 21, 1959.
This, while Weldon slaved away with his homeroom of 42
students, seven preparations, two glee clubs and an all boys, junior
high basketball team at Bridgewater Classical Academy - for
$3,800 a year. Bridgewater, ME may not have been known for its
mountain full of sunshine, however, it was credited for winning
Class D, ‘boys’, high school basketball championships, for eons,
under the tutelage of coach, Doug Harrington.
More than a month later, Edmunds reviewed the copy of a
letter to Greaton from Charles Pierce sent November 25, 1959.
Greaton previously had written to Pierce on October 27, 1959
“concerning the prediction time of sunrise at certain locations in
Maine.” Pierce’s letter listed times “for each station on the dates of
the summer and winter solstices, and the spring and autumn
equinoxes. The list also had given times for the same locations on
July 4 and September 15."
“In computing [these] revised times,” the USC&GS
claimed it “analyzed as fully as possible the extent to which
topography cuts off the various lines of sight, and refined
somewhat the estimation of vertical refraction in each case.” Pierce
stated, “The net result was to give sunrise times...in most instances
a minute or two later than the values listed in your.. .October 27th
letter. The times for Mars Hill Mt. have been retarded more than
the others; this is mainly due to a closer analysis of the effect of
rather high topography situated 20 to 30 miles eastward.”
Unfortunately Pierce did not have knowledge of what
would be Norman Schultz's eventual findings on this subject, in
early 1960. disproving Pierce’s point about the Canadian
topography being an obstacle to the Mar’s Hill claim.
Pierce summarized, in his letter, what many interested
parties already believed - “the time of sunrise at a given location
and date reflects the interplay between five major factors, namely,
latitude, longitude, elevation, topography along with the line of
sight, and vertical refraction.” He also noted, “A high elevation
and eastward longitude are of course always favorable, but the
effects of latitude and topography depend on the time of year. A
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high, latitude is favorable in summer purely from astronomical
considerations.” Then, he added, “When the terrain to the east is
relatively high and irregular, the topographic cutoff effect may
vary considerably from week to week with [the] changing direction
of the line of sight at sunrise.”
Then, at a new juncture in his letter, Pierce stated, briefly,
something comparable to what Carroll F. Merriman would
contribute to the ‘arguments’ several months later when
‘corresponding’ with Stan Lavery and the NEWS. “Irregularities in
vertical refraction are not predictable to the accuracy desired, and
would usually be the major cause of discrepancy between
estimated and observed times for a given location and date.” Pierce
noted, “This discrepancy should not exceed one or two minutes,
however, if the time is estimated carefully with due regard to
known factors, particularly the terrain situation.”
Related to his last statement, Pierce used an example of the
“topographic effect...found in the case of West Quoddy Head.” He
found this example interesting “Due to its extreme east longitude
and relatively low latitude, the predicted time of sunrise would be
the earliest of any of the four locations in late December, except
that the line of sight is then cut off by hills on Grand Manan Island;
these hills are higher than the West Quoddy Head location, causing
a time retardation of about 4.5 minutes. During the summer months
this cutoff does not exist, but no advantage results because the low
latitude is then unfavorable.”

Varied Responses

Six months before the Celebration and in a December 1.
1959 letter from Everett F. Greaton to John J. Edmunds, the latter
was informed - although ever so politely - that Pierce’s findings
would be used for the division’s publicity purposes. Edmunds
responded to Greaton on December 2, 1959, nearly a couple of
weeks before the Mar’s Hill Jaycees established its Fourth of July
1960 Celebration Committee in mid-December. Ignoring the
Pierce-determined, time designations, fortuitously perhaps, which
were to Mar’s Hill’s disadvantage, Edmunds said in part: “It seems
to me that you can very well draw up a satisfactory publicity story
from all the information you now have giving some credit to each
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location and explaining that due to elevation of land masses to the
East and vertical air refraction of light that sunrise times could still
vary between the four points cited, sometimes in favor of one
location, sometime in favor of another according to the time of
year and daily conditions. That should suit everybody and hurt no
one.”
This never happened, although THE MAINE TRAILS
magazine in its April I960 edition published a short article
entitled: “Maine to fly 50-Star Flag First in the Nation.” Without
giving preference among the competitors - who planned to fly the
flag - Mar’s Hill was featured as the ‘centerpiece’ in this article.
Edmunds seemed to take the Unites States Government’s
positive and negative information shifts in stride. After all, as a
Bridgewater resident he had no specific stake in the matter, itself,
except for his own curiosity using available facts about the matter
as to when the sun hit first in Maine.
This same tranquility did not prevail a little further
northward. A loco foco spirit grew into an extremely competitive
fervor in Mar’s Hill. One observer noted, from his perch in
Framingham, Middlesex, Massachusetts - Carroll F. Merriman’s
brother - “those Jaycees will stop at nothing” to make their point.
Weldon’s own experiences as chairperson for the project and being
involved in the details of events as they transpired almost minute
by minute attested to that!
With humor, after reading the PRESS HERALD on June 24,
1960, in a note to Carroll F. Merriam, his brother hinted of
'payola' before Carroll switched sides in the controversy from
Cadillac to Mar’s Hill. Weldon suspected Stan Eavery of having
privately encouraged the Carroll brothers to ‘egg on’ the furor.
The swelling of local pride and the heated competitiveness,
locally, resulted in a genuine enthusiasm for the project by not only
committee members but the community of Mar’s Hill at large.
There was an unleashing of the self-importance of the individual
and the town - with both positive and negative personality traits
exposed, particularly among Type ‘A’ Jaycees. Alternatively, there
arose the deliberate inclination to generate ‘humor-laden’ as well
as quality, ‘data-driven’ discussions and releases over the
controversy in the state, especially generated by the Celebration
Committee and from other quarters in and outside the State of
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Maine. Even Alaska with its midnight sun syndrome got into this
fray for a time. Those from outside the town usually
communicated, negatively, to the highly charged belief of the
Jaycees, in particular, that Mar’s Hill would be first in sunrise
exercises on July 4, 1960. These experiences made for a complex
and maturing set of episodes for this “Hub of Aroostook’s”
citizenry including Weldon's.

Edmunds Influences Jaycees
Edmunds made no public comment on Pierce’s summary of
SUNRISE FIGURES ON FOUR POINTS IN MAINE (natural
peak elevations) whose projections placed Mar's Hill up to a
minute behind all other sites at the March 21, June 22, September
23 and December 23 time frames including July 4. For the latter
date, according to Pierce’s summary page, which contained
specific dates and times that the sun would rise, Mt. Katahdin was
registered at 3:41, Mars Hill at 3:42 and Mt. Cadillac 3.48 - all A.
M. and E. S. T. designations.
In their early planning stages the Mar’s Hill Jaycees took
Pierce’s USCAGS’s predicted data to heart, especially after
Weldon was granted a personal interview in early 1960, by John J.
Edmunds, at his home in Bridgewater, at which time he gave the
‘chairperson’ copies of all previous findings, including Pierce’s
more recent data as noted in the previous paragraph. Weldon’s
heart sunk when he read Pierces’ findings. Accordingly, the Mar’s
Hill Jaycees determined early and deliberately that when the
celebration time drew near on July 4, 1960, the club would have in
place a fifty-foot flag pole above the natural peak of ‘their’
mountain upon a concrete slab to compensate for Pierces’ latest
findings. Near the very end of the time leading up to the
celebration’s date this additional height was not necessary but at
the time of construction it proved to be the Jaycees’ best bet to
cover all bases except for the possibilities of rain or fog.
As a boy, Weldon once had seen patches of snow on the
mountain on July Fourth. Its face was in full view of his parents’
87 acre, farmstead, the Old Ash Maclllvray Place in King’s Grove,
which is still one of the Beattie Family's prize possessions.
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After the stately pole was installed, Carroll F. Merriman, in
one of his seemingly lighter moments, alluded to the significance
of the Jaycees’ flagpole when he wrote to Stan Lavery on June 29,
1960. Merriman stated: “when it comes to grasping at straws, don’t
forget to consider the height of the flagpole, which is also in your
favor. For example, a pole 100 ft. high at Mars Hill will receive the
light of the sun 23 seconds earlier at the top than at the base. On
the other hand a pole of equal height at Katahdin would give an
advantage of not more than 6 seconds.”
The Verdict

A few days earlier, on June 24, 1960, Merriam provided
Stan Lavery with hoped-for, ‘irrevocable information’ which
seemed to clinch Mar’s Hill's claim to interested Maine
“scientists” if not to the contending factions. Lavery rushed these
findings to the NEWS. This information spoke specifically to the
topography/horizon issue among the contenders.
The NEWS, accordingly, reported, “Mt. Katahdin has the
largest horizon. It measures 180 miles in diameter. Mars Hill, by
comparison, only has a 100 mile circle of horizon around it. Mt.
Katahdin is approximately 65 miles behind Mars Hill in the
approximate path of the sun on the Fourth of July at dawn.
Katahdin’s 90-mile radius horizon extends 25 miles beyond Mars
Hill, identically. But a point approximately 50 miles away from
Mars Hill can be seen by an observer, there. The shaded area [on
an enclosed graphic - not reproduced here, but it can be seen at the
Walter T. Hanson Memorial Library in Mar’s Hill, ME — Weldon
is the volunteer archivist for this public library and placed it there
in 2009] represents the area that can be seen from Mars Hill, but
cannot be seen from Katahdin....”
Wrote the NEWS, "The [graphic’s] arrows all point in the
direction that the sun will be seen from true north..., 55.05
degrees...toward the east.”
In a tone of ‘finality’ Merriman’s inspired article in the
NEWS read: “To state the case simply, the degree to which the
horizons of the respective peaks project beyond the terminator
lines is a measure of the theoretical time at which... the sun may be
seen from those points.”
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The PRESS HERALD succinctly reported, “Mars Hill will
see the sunrise at 3:37 Vi a.m. Eastern Standard Time, on July
Fourth. Several mountains in Aroostook Country, among them
Number Nine Mountain and Saddleback, will follow Mars Hill’s
time quite closely perhaps.”
The same article stated: “...Mt. Katahdin will see the sun at
3:41 a.m., Mt. Tomah at 3:42 and Eastport, Calais, West Quoddy
Head Group about 3:44 a.m. with Porcupine Mountain being
slightly earlier. It will be about 3:49 before Mt. Cadillac sees the
sun on the Fourth of July.”
Noble Purpose

In conjunction with the 1960 Fourth of July Celebration, a
former Mar’s Hill resident, Elaine (Wilson) Oxnard, then living in
Houlton, Aroostook, ME, donated approximately 225 acres - in
two plots of land at the very top of Mar’s Hill Mountain - to the
Mar’s Hill Jaycees. It was to have been used at the club’s disposal,
for public, civic purposes, free and clear and to be called the Vinal
B. Wilson Memorial Park in honor of her late father.
Responding as both Town Manager and Executive Vice
President of the Mar’s Hill Jaycees, Stan Lavery stated, “Mrs.
Oxnard’s gift to us is most heart-warming and gratifying” and “It
is in a very humble spirit that we accept her gift.” In addition to
having been accepted in a thankful spirit this landlocked property
was expected to be used as part of a non-profit corporation for such
purposes as constructing a ski tow and other appropriate recreation
activities for the townspeople at its face and at the mountain’s flat
peak.
Mrs. Oxnard was married to Horace Oxnard. She was the
former Elaine Wilson of Mar’s Hill. Maine. Elaine Wilson
graduated from both Ricker and Colby Colleges and lived much of
her life in Houlton, Aroostook, Maine.
The family name, Wilson, as one will learn (if they read
Weldon's chapter on King’s Grove, in his autobiography,
MACKINTOSH, a copy of which is on a CD in the Walter T.
Hanson Public Library in Mar’s Hill), was one of the oldest and
revered names in the town at its inception. Aubrey Wilson, born a
couple of generations later, for example, was a role model and
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neighbor of Weldon’s when he was growing up in King’s Grove.
As was Aubrey’s father, Henry Wilson, who lived further up on
the East Ridge Road! An earlier Wilson family lived in one of the
first houses built in King’s Grove if not the oldest and had a saw
mill there, discovered by a Lawrence Family resident of the
‘Grove’ who currently lives on that site. Some of its remnants can
still be observed thereabouts Weldon was told.
An older man. when Weldon was a boy, named John
Hallett, lived in the same house or at least on the same Wilson
property across from where Blake Orcer, son of Henry Orcer, once
lived - now the property of Harold Howlett.
Accepting the gift on behalf of the Jaycees, Stan Lavery
said “dedication of the Vinal B. Wilson Park in memoriam will
help to perpetuate that name.” Thereupon, a non-profit, stock
issuing entity, The Mars Hill Development Corporation was
legally established by more than a half dozen (9) Jaycees to
administer the property. Weldon was one of those stockholders as
was Stan Lavery - the expectations were to develop the mountain
for town-related, recreational purposes. At the time, there was a
jubilant feeling among the Jaycees who signed onto this project.
Good Intentions

Prior to the dedication of the park (and this author has no
knowledge of that event) and to accelerate the pre-planning stages
of the impending celebration, the initial, nine stockholders, noted
above, all Jaycees, paid $6.00, apiece, to incorporate this property,
officially. Its purpose was to hold the memorial properties and a
newly constructed road on the donated Graves’ property, in trust,
and use any future profits related thereto, including hoped for
Celebration's profits, if any, toward the expenses of the early
construction stages and future efforts of a projected “Aroostook
Health Center” in Mar’s Hill.
Weldon still holds his single copy of the stock certificate
issued for this reason and on February 7, 2010 Bob Tweedie, of
Westfield, Aroostook, ME, also a Jaycee at the time, told Weldon
via email - “I still have a couple shares of stock from the Mars Hill
Development Corp’.” Scots, as are both Bob and Weldon, rarely
throw anything of such significance into a trash bin!
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The health facility eventually was constructed, but it would
not benefit directly from the Oxnard gift or any profits from the
Fourth's Celebration, unfortunately! No profits were generated
from the Celebration’s activities, although that had been the
underlying, intended, civic and philanthropic motivation of the
Jaycees as a group for implementing the flag-raising project.
Primarily, the Celebration became a “break-even”
proposition in the end. Major expenses were for an ‘extensive’
fireworks display for the western face of the mountain, building a
road from the foot of the mountain to its peak on the same
mountain side from where the flagpole and base were to be
constructed and the flag displayed on the Fourth and engaging a
Hawaiian dance team to entertain the townspeople. Those
expenses, themselves, ranged near if not over fifteen thousand
dollars.
Then, shortly after both Weldon and Stan Lavery ‘left
town’, these laudable, public corporation’s efforts were thwarted
by the profit motivated actions of a simple majority of the original,
‘public trust’ stockholders and the addition of new corporatists.
That was the end of the public corporation and its
responsibility to and for the Vinal B. Wilson Memorial and to
make recreation and health related contributions to the Town of
Mar’s Hill citizenry. Decades later, according to the Internet site of
the Natural Resources Council of Maine, in 2000, “Big Rock Ski
Area” (the private corporation which resulted from the transfer of
the Mars Hill Development Corporation’s public properties),
became a ‘partner’ with "the Maine Winter Sports Center (MWSC)
through grants available from the Portland, Maine- based Libra
Foundation... [established by Elizabeth Noyes], a foundation
committed to the development and promotion of winter sports in
northern Maine [and so many, other Maine interests].” Since, “Big
Rock and the Maine Winter Sports Center,” work together, to
“make skiing, an enjoyable activity for every family [in the area] at
reasonable, family-friendly prices.” Its access is at Graves Road in
Mar’s Hill, ME.

Poetic Justice
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After the celebration but prior to the surprise, 1960,
‘takeover’ of the Wilson property as a private enterprise, Weldon
and Lavery (a trained surveyor) spent parts of several days in mid
July surveying the public corporation’s’ projected ski-tow area,
including the new road, which was to be incorporated into the
Vinal B. Wilson Memorial Park. The ski tow was to follow the
natural up and down trails of the mountain. Stan Lavery completed
the actual surveying work while Weldon merely cut a few sprigs of
bushes and held the ‘rod’.
During the past school year, as a teacher at Bridgewater
Classical Academy and during the summer of 1960, Weldon took
“calf’ as an emergency laboratory technician at the new Arthur R.
Gould Memorial Hospital in Presque Isle. Maine - a few nights
and weekends. Teaching, working on the farm, volunteering and
the ‘surveying’ project also helped to keep his schedule varied.
By mid-September 1960, Weldon — after spending two
weeks in July as a volunteer-teacher/director in a learning skills
session in a Bridgewater Classical Academy’s Summer School
(which he instituted), getting married (receiving considerable,
personal advice on that subject from Lavery, twice, married) in
Norfolk, Norfolk, VA to Lorraine Anne Bartlett on August 6 (the
new couple took a week’s honeymoon through VA, NY, New
England and Quebec City) and teaching science for three weeks at
Bridgewater Classical Academy just prior to the Maine potato
harvest recess - returned to the Boston University Graduate School
to study for his doctorate in history. He studied, namely, with
professors/Drs. Robert E. Moody and Warren S. Tryon — U. S.,
social and intellectual history.
Upon settling in Danvers, Essex, MA with his new bride,
Weldon listened to the presidential debates between Nixon and
Kennedy in October 1960. He had already voted absentee ballot
before his marriage because of his residency in Mar’s Hill and for
Nixon, but when he heard the two candidates for the presidency
debate on TV, in Danvers, Weldon realized he had voted for the
wrong man. He never voted Republican again!
Stan Lavery became Town Manager of Natick, Middlesex,
MA, then, a town of about 10,000 just outside Boston some weeks
after the Celebration. He remained there for many years.
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Weldon heard about the ‘take-over’ a few years later, after
inquiring of Hershel Good and learning from his return letter,
when living in Beverly, Essex, MA, that an action of a handful of
the original stockholders of the public, Mars Hill Development
Corporation, had voted it a totally private enterprise. That new
group, engulfed the Wilson property and the roadway improved by
the Jaycees, into what became the Big Rock Ski Area - a good
place to ski in Aroostook even if its origins were not a perfect or
admirable example of ‘civic pride and ethics’! Was it moral
turpitude?

Staging Pilgrim’s Progress

Based on community standards of justice, in summer,
1960, in preparation for the Celebration, the Jaycees built a long,
winding, natural-soil-based road from the foot of the mountain (on
property donated to the Jaycees by Donald Graves and family) to
give public access to the two large sites, donated by Mrs. Oxnard.
The road was constructed for a cost of approximately $4000 and
considerable “sweat from the brow” of Stan Lavery in his role as
the town’s manager and road commissioner. Its length was
publicized as three miles long. The new road proved to be quite a
trek, uphill, by foot, as had been attested to by Weldon and his
mother, Grace Louise (Clark) Beattie, both of whom journeyed up
the winding way when the sun shined brightly on its surface and
the mountain’s peak on July 3, 1960.
The road, with only a raw and ‘scraped’ surface was not
completed, totally, until July 2, 1960, just in time for the next day’s
Pilgrim Progress Pageant which was organized by Weldon, who
staged, that Sunday, various representative personages and scenes
from John Bunyan’s PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, at outstations,
upwards, along the sometimes, red-soiled roadway. On that
‘Lord’s Day’, July 3rd, at which time the sun shown brilliantly, he
and participants enjoyed a wonderful day and evening weatherwise.
Weldon, as Pilgrim, walked the distance of the road to the
top of the mountain, observing key stages of Pilgrim’s life,
dropping this Puritan's symbolical burden at the end of the journey
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upward to a cleared area at the peak. This was the same peak at
which the fifty-star Hag would be flown on the following day.
Following the pageant, a spirited youth fellowship meeting
was held which included a dynamic oration by Reverend Reuben
Martin, a Baptist minister of Newport, Penobscot. Maine. That
‘sermon’ lasted about twenty minutes and was preceded and
followed by group singing and quartette music. Harley York
played his trombone. Reverend Martin was the pastor for Weldon's
aunt and uncle, Ruth (Clark) and Ray Cowan who lived on Elm
Street in Newport with their five children: Robert, Ronald, Myrna,
Roger and Carl.
A small offering produced about $9.35 cents over and
above the $20.00 paid to Reverend Reuben Martin. Other expenses
for the pageant exceeded receipts, including the ‘recovered’, $9.35,
and Weldon split those costs with his mother, Grace Beattie. It was
worth the endeavor he explained! She also played a major
character in the drama.
The “youth rally” was not planned to be in the tradition of
events which resulted in the 1869 flag-raising atop Mar’s Hill.
Nonetheless, according to Reverend Benjamin C. Bubar, Sr.’s
February 1960 letter to Weldon, there had been a prayer meeting
following that early, flag-raising ceremony if not a ‘sermon on the
mount’!
Later in the August, Weldon was nominated for and
received a state-wide, Jaycees’ annual SPOKE OF THE YEAR
AWARD. Though only as one of three ‘runners up’ to the winner
of the competition for 1960! This was in recognition of his pageant
and committee work related to the Celebration in Mar’s Hill on
July 3-4, 1960. Weldon’s two Jaycee leadership projects had been
submitted to the selection committee with related documentation
by Lavery. Stan Lavery should have been the contender from
Mar’s Hill for this annual honor and perhaps the winner! He was
from England, originally and ever the ‘nineteenth-century, Thomas
Huxley type and advocate’ - truly a humanistic ‘kingmaker’.
Overwhelming Task
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Planning for the Fourth’s celebration involved scheduling in-town,
activities, conducted throughout the day and evening. Those
planned events were numerous, on the day itself, but manpower
was scarce especially during the early morning and the “crunch”
hours of the Fourth’s Celebration. Nearly the whole town’s
population of about 2000 turned out for this spectacular event even sooner in many instances before the Jaycees scrambled off
the muddy mountain’s flag-raising events to attend to other
program matters.
Crowds of people came so fast, from the town and
elsewhere, that although the Jaycees prepared furiously the night
before and early the next morning, to surround its events with
snow fencing, no fee was collected from any participant in the
form of admission to the Fort Street School Playground area and
other “fair ground” events; only a handful of ‘on the spot’, dollar
donations.
Weldon remembers well the tired and drawn faces of
Bobby Mahan, Josh Jones, Harley York and others, there, as he
and these young men, attempted to create a main events’ entrance
and ‘toll booth’. It just did not work in timely fashion!
Swarms of people “invaded” the “grounds” so early and so
swiftly that the team establishing perimeters were overwhelmed.
The task force was forced to give up a ‘last ditch effort' to seal off
the area and to put the ticket office in place for the purpose of
collecting even a meager entrance fee of a dollar for each adult.
These good intentions were dashed!
Hindsight told the Jaycees’, the ‘fair- ground’ area, and
especially the entrance off the main street headed toward town or
Fort Fairfield, Aroostook, ME, should have been sealed off earlier.
Profits from the celebration, of which there were ‘none,’
were to pay for the Celebration’s expenses and any additional
revenues to the eventual ‘coffers’ of a projected health center. The
Celebration truly became a ‘non-profit’ venture!
The key events of the day included: the daybreak, fifty-star
flag raising ceremony with Governor John F. Reed at the mountain
top; an official breakfast in town (with a few addresses by
dignitaries other than the governor (Weldon did not get to that
event, he was too busy with the snow fence crew); a large and
lavish parade down Mar’s Hill’s Main Street from the Blaine line
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south to the Fort Street School, near the ‘fair grounds’ - the parade
was a mile long at least; presentation of parade prizes; a children's
costume dance; an adult street dance at dusk; an early evening
bonfire on the mountain and the late evening fireworks.
There was an official luncheon with an address by
Governor Reed and kind words for the celebrants from the state’s
chief executive. Thereafter, enjoyment of Vaughn Bubar’s bean
hole-beans! A long-time tradition in those parts!
A number of scheduled, food concessions opened for
business near the ball field which served as a ‘fair grounds’ for the
celebration. A ‘mid-way’ of entertainment also was in place. These
several ‘enterprises’ were ‘crucial’ to feeding the thousands who
came and paid for their “loaves and fishes” or ‘bread and circuses’
on that momentous day.
There was a little league, double-header baseball game at
another nearby ball field; a horse show and a professional
Hawaiian Show and Dance with Loki Ontai and the Polynesians
with music by Phol Corson and his Maui Islanders - authentic
Hawaiian entertainment, hulas, folk dances, knife dancing, music
and song.
Most of these events complemented the interests of the
town - many of which were perennially ‘staged’ events that
otherwise were conducted during previous Fourth’s annually. All
in all the day/evening turned out to be fast moving, exciting and
full of activities.
Acclaim and Notoriety

Without the key theme of the sunrise-related flag-raising
issue, the events in Mar’s Hill on the Fourth would not have
received the publicity necessary to bring the throngs of people into
this small village on that special occasion.
Accordingly, to bring this type of celebration to fruition the
Celebration Committee acted on both general facts and
assumptions, governmental predictions and the mathematical skills
of a former Einstein student and one-time college instructor,
Norman Schultz, C. D., of the Maine State Highway Commission
in formulating its ‘first in the nation’ rallying call. Schultz worked
very part-time and gratis on the mathematical, sunrise-related
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issues with the Jaycees in early 1960 for a short period of time. His
findings and those of Carroll F. Merriam's and licensed master
mariner John (Jack) McKeen, Maine Maritime Academy graduate,
class of’45, were those whose data and mathematical prowess the
Jaycees utilized to get ‘conclusive’ answers related to, “Where
does the sun first rise, at dawn, on July 4, 1960?”
Well before its oft-touted, June 8, I960 trek up Mar’s Hill
(the mountain) was accomplished, a safari of Mar’s Hill Jaycees,
who sought to verify their mountain’s place in the sun, “trudged
their way through deep snow Sunday afternoon [on March 20,
1960] and climbed the 1,661-foot peak...to spend the night at the
top.”
Martin Shaw told Weldon of his active participation on this
1960 trip, on October 2, 2005, at a happen chance conversation at
Al’s Restaurant in Mar’s Hill.
He was with his wife, the former Joan Burtt, a close friend
of Weldon’s sister, Leah Marie (Beattie) Blanchard, who has for
decades made her home in Salina, Saline, KS with her husband
Richard and children. Leslie, Mary and Jon (and two grand kids,
Maggie and Kris) close by. Leah had been a contestant for the
Miss Mar’s Hill pageant that year.
Martin and Joan Shaw in more recent years built a beautiful
home across from the golf course in Mar’s Hill, and they have a
great view of the mountain, accordingly, and subsequently they
have the added ‘joy’ of seeing and sometimes hearing the twenty
eight, electricity-generating windmills which now line the top of
the mountain for several miles.
My distant cousin, Stan Moody, of Manchester, Kennebec,
ME, when he was a Maine legislator, claims some significant
credit for getting this ‘windmill farm’ project underway at the
legislative level in Augusta, Kennebec, ME.
Other members of the troupe included: Walter Tweedie,
Stan Lavery, Robert Mahan, Dale Collins and Estelle Beals {who
married Weldon’s classmate, K-12, Sarah (Sally) Ryder}. They
“donned snowshoes and pack baskets, and with a surveyor’s
transit, set out to prove that the sun shines first on the mountain
[on | July 4.” They kept a bonfire going all night al the top of the
mountain. Shaw recalls, “It was cold up there!” During the early
morning of March 21 - a day that the sun was to have struck the
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mountain first, in Maine - the weather was overcast with fog and
no visual or transit/survey sightings could be made.
For twenty years, including much of 1959-1960, Weldon
lived close enough to the mountain to see its outline, vividly, with
snow on its higher elevations especially during winter and parts of
spring, annually. In summer and fall the mountain is less visible at
WILORDON CHASE. Weldon’s farm at King’s Grove, because of
the leaving out of the deciduous trees, mixed with the firs and
spruces.
Stuart Lyman Beattie, Weldon’s nephew and son of Ernest
M. Beattie, a noted, tax accountant in Presque Isle, Aroostook.
ME constructed a lengthy, panorama of photos depicting an
‘historic’ view of the mountain from one of Weldon’s fields,
before the wind farm was in place by 2007. That framed, now
‘memorable’ collage of photos hangs in a room at WILORDON
ESTATES. Weldon’s property at 245 Main Street in Winthrop,
Kennebec, ME.
A few other attempts were made before the June 8
initiative, to trek up Mar’s Hill (the mountain) to gather data, but
they each were foiled because of foggy or rainy weather.
Stan Lavery made all of these climbs. Over two decades
later, in 1987, Lavery made the climb alone on the Fourth of July
and shared, informally, in person, the results of this view of the sun
with Weldon, after the fact, when the latter was living at what is
now 235 Main Street in Winthrop, Maine. There were no
appreciable changes in times for Mar’s Hill from the July 1. 1960,
Merriman claims.
Weldon and Lavery had not been together since the
Celebration until the Laverys were invited to Weldon’s home at
198 Essex Street in South Hamilton, Essex. MA during the early
1970s. At that gathering of the two families, Weldon gave the
Laverys a fifty-pound bag of Maine potatoes which he had
retrieved from King’s Grove, neighbor, Gary Bell in Mar’s Hill - it
being the fall, harvest season.
That meeting, it seemed to Weldon, was cordial and casual,
as they dined together on the fare provided by Weldon’s spouse,
Lorraine Anne (Bartlett) Beattie (they divorced and she married
Denis Dandeneau in 1999). The three Beattie children were
present: Lori, Donny and Bart. Jill had since been born and died in
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1966. Not much was said about the 1960 Celebration at those set
of moments but a pleasant evening was enjoyed by all.
It was always Lavery’s intent to collect benchmark figures
at the site to correlate those data which had been calculated, earlier
from Norman Schultz’s charts whether before or after the
Celebration. Lavery wanted to add to the data base
found in Merriam’s April 7, 1960 correspondence, as well, and to
supply the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, through
Carroll F. Merriman, with updated, site data to use to calculate,
fairly, all of the contested site times and related claims.
After the hectic but successful June 8, 1960 trek, Lavery
provided Merriam in particular, with the team’s ‘film findings’ at
that time. Merriam found them useful but preferred additional,
sequenced and timed, ‘film-shot’ opportunities to work with.
Even with Lavery’s extensive efforts and Merriam’s
results, over time, the need for more definitive and coordinated,
benchmark data for all contending heights still awaited the
cautious, skeptical and curious!
“What a challenge for a naturalist-physicist/mathematician
or a science oriented historian looking for an exciting Ph.D.
dissertation topic,” thought Weldon reflecting upon the
Celebration’s ‘complexity’ of sun-related facts’ in later years!
Weldon muses, sometimes, of the moment he was crouched
just below the mountain’s highest elevation and seeing the sun's
first, vivid rays peek over the crest during the silent moments
preceding the team member’s responsibilities related to observing,
writing down times and taking photos related to the emergence of
the sun on June 8, 1960.

Crucial Data

Quite early in the Spring of 1960, Stan Lavery, on behalf of
the Jaycees, had been responsible for eliciting advice from State
Highway Commission engineer, Norman Schultz, of Houlton,
Aroostook, ME - then working in Presque Isle, ME for the State of
Maine - whose mathematical calculations revealed that sunrises on
Independence Day would be as follows: Mar’s Hill (elevation
1,661 feet), sunrise at 3:38.40 on July 4; Saddleback, near
Bridgewater, Aroostook, ME (elevation 1695 feet), sunrise at
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3:40.00 on July 4; Mt. Katahdin (elevation 5,267 feet), sunrise at
3:43.08 on July 4. However, as we will see in more detail, with
Shultz’s data refined by Merriman - topography and refraction
calculations having been developed in late June I960 - a better
figure for Mar’s Hill resulted — 3:37.50 A. M., E. S. T.
Richard Beam, publicity chairperson for the Jaycees stated
in a release, which was printed in the NEWS on March 30. 1960,
“Number 9 Mountain and Musquash are mentioned by the [Maine
State Highway Commission] engineers as possible candidates...”
to come in ahead of Mt. Katahdin’s claim. Saddleback, noted in
Schultz’s findings, and Number Nine Mountains are both west of
Bridgewater, ME, while Musquash is west of Topsfield
[Washington], ME, . .almost due south of Mar’s Hill.”
Three of the ‘veterans’ of the Celebration’s plans, including
Dick Beam as he is best known, rode on the Aroostook Central
Institute (ACI), band float during Mar’s Hill’s 2008 Reunion
Parade, elegantly planned and executed by Weldon’s cherished,
childhood friend, Dean Burtchell. Harley York and Weldon were
on the float as well. These two celebrants with Beam listening
intently talked briefly about the ‘comparable’ parades’ sizes in
I960 and 2008. They were both ‘spectacular’ in size and content.
This was the first time Weldon had seen Dick Beam since 1960.
Other ACI band members, who played under the direction of
Reginald B. Bonnin, Sr., during the 1950s, were there as well
including one of Weldon’s favorites, Marion (York) Gilman who
still calls him her ‘brother’. Marian Gilman and Harley York are
brother and sister. She played the saxophone. Harley was
Weldon’s best friend in high school. Cedric Brooks (a fellow
trombone player with Harley and Weldon), Gene Kilpatrick (a
great favorite of Bonnin’s — he told Weldon — well after his
retirement) and Amy Jane (Hamilton) Kneeland, all three,
classmates of Harley York, were also on the float which was
planned by Dean Burtchell’s wife, Mavis (Grass) Burtchell, also a
band member from THE FIFTIES (the theme of the 2008 Reunion
and parade) and a ‘rider’ on that ACI Band Float.
Raising the touchy subject of New Brunswick, Canada’s
topography being in harms- way of the Mar’s Hill claim on the
Fourth, Beam quoted the highway commission consultant, Norman
Schultz, as stating, “this topography will not work a disadvantage
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on the Fourth but an advantage. The Nashwak River bed in New
Brunswick will provide a clear sight on the horizon for Mars Hill
on the Fourth....”
Many Jaycees had committee functions and titles, as did
Beam and York, for example, though all members were hard
working contributors to the celebration’s progress. Lavery, as town
manager, contributed the most! Weldon, who had some free time
that summer, was able to pursue committee and post-celebration
activities, working closely with Lavery. Therefore, it was Lavery
and Weldon who were principally responsible for grinding out,
sending and responding to news releases with input from other
Jaycee members, periodically, in order to keep to the project’s
activities and publicity alive and well locally, statewide and around
the country.

Governor Reed
Maine’s sitting Governor, John Reed, did not overtly
choose a favorite in the race for the flag- raising ceremonies
scheduled for July Fourth 1960. Nonetheless, Walter Tweedie,
Stan Lavery and Weldon visited with Reed in his office at the State
House in Augusta, ME during the spring of 1960 to get the chief
executive of the state’s calendar fixed for that date, facilitating the
governor being on hand for the Mar’s Hill Fourth of July 1960,
mountain top and Town-planned celebration.
The governor, a Fort Fairfield, ME resident, ultimately
attended, rain and all. with his eyes/face beaming from ear to ear as
usual. He is still active, politically, in 2010, as an advisor to Peter
Mills a candidate for the Maine Governorship during the
upcoming, June, Primary Elections.
During the early, 1960 visit with Governor Reed, the group
from Mar’s Hill was shown an already published copy of the
NEWS for the date March 2, 1960. It had a large photo of the
governor at the top of an article, ‘issued’, previously, with the
Governor Reed’s compliance, from the “town office” in Mar’s Hill
— which of course included touting the upcoming Celebration.
John Reed was the inveterate ‘statesman’, whereas his
brother, Walter Reed, was always a potato farmer in Fort Fairfield
and sold mostly seed potatoes including to the Mar’s Hill Beatlie’s.
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Governor Baxter
The popular and former Governor Percival P. Baxter of
Portland, Cumberland, ME worked his way into the argument
when “Dana H. Burliegh, past commander of the Millinocket VFW
Post and a past national Aide de Camp of the organization, quoted
a letter,” which he had received from the governor, probably in
early April I960 which proclaimed the philanthropic Baxter’s less
than researched, scientific or definitive perspective:
“I have your letter in regards to the sun rising at the top of the peak
at Mt. Katahdin. I hope you will go through with your flag-raising
on July fourth. Once in a while some community comes into the
picture and makes a claim that its mountain peak is the first to
receive the sun. It is overwhelmingly recognized that ’Katahdin' is
the spot. If you will look at the new 1960 State Highway Map you
will find the statement that Katahdin is the first spot in the Eastern
United States to greet the morning sun. That is official and should
settle the matter once and for all. I hope you will not be disturbed
over the matter.”

Burleigh capitalized on Baxter’s simplistic reference to the
highway map when he provided the NEWS with its story of April
6, 1960, entitled, "Former Governor Says Katahdin First Gets
Sun.” This proved to be similar information to that which Reuben
Maury of the NEWS, the Maine Department of Economic Develop
and John Edmunds had corresponded about several months earlier
- underscoring the popular publicity that "Mt. Katahdin is the
highest mountain in Maine, 5,267 feet high and [therefore the] first
spot in the East [of the[ U. S. to greet the morning sun. On the
slopes and at the feet of this ’Giant of the East’ are 193,254 acres
of forest land preserved for the people of Maine and their guests
called after its donor. Percival P. Baxter.”
Now that statement should have been good enough
evidence for Mar’s Hill to swallow hard and bow out. eh? But that
did not happen!
Handy Helpers
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In the same newspaper but with a Mar’s Hill. April 5th
release-date, Weldon was quoted extensively by the NEWS in an
article prepared by Dick Beam and Stan Lavery, entitled: “Mars
Hill Jaycees Offer Aid in Sunrise Search.” This release focused
attention on Eastport, which along with some other Johnny-comelately candidates for local acclaim decided to raise a flag on July 4,
1960. It included some tormenting humor - it was Lavery’s
strategy to sidetrack contenders at this stage of the ‘contest’ and to
get the press and other state contenders and residents to focus on
Mar’s Hill and its elaborately planned celebration and related
economic development motivations. Neither the press nor the
contenders cooperated to the fullest!
The NEWS, however, proved timely and seemed
comfortable with printing additional stories, which continued to
fuel the controversy until just before the Fourth. Weldon’s edited
and paraphrased letter (signed using his formal name, Donald
Weldon Beattie), reproduced below, eventually provided helpful
results in getting other interested parties into the fray, no matter his
‘reluctance’ to sign the letter (shades of Lavery’s personality and
‘scheming’, evident) with its propagandistic intent:

“Mars Hill Jaycees’ flag-raising chairman Donald Beattie
today said that a large fleet of highway construction equipment
was being rounded up by the Mars Hill Jaycees to send to the
assistance of the group in Eastport who wish to establish that city
as the first to see the sun in the United States next Fourth of July.
“The Marsian Jaycees contend that Eastport will have to
landscape vast areas of the State of Maine in order to prove their
theory true. The Eastport group, have based their findings on
sunrise at sea-level, and the highway construction machinery will
be needed to render the State of Maine down to that elevation.
Without erasing the various high points in the state, the Eastport
group cannot prove their statement, according to the Mars Hill
Jaycees.
“The Eastport group has released figures stating that
calculations at sea level proved that Eastport would be first to see
the sun on July 4, i960. ‘This would be true’, Beattie said, ‘if the
State of Maine were under water. Their nautical almanac, from
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which they set their findings...based on sunrise at given places of
latitude and longitude for various times of the year.. .assumes that
the person using it is at sea. I don’t wish to accuse the groups in
Eastport [and thereabouts on the coast] of being all at sea in their
findings but more accurate data should be used'.
“Beattie stated that ‘the Mars Hill claims are made on the
basis of findings by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and
engineers of the Maine State Highway Commission. We are
corroborating all of these calculations by actual observation. The
issue is not in doubt at all. Mars Hill will be the first place to see
the sun on that day, and any group that wishes to examine the
record may do so by contacting me in Mars Hili’.
“Beattie’s statement concluded with a cordial welcome to
the Eastport group to come to Mars Hill on the Fourth of July to
see the sun rise and to help Mars Hill in its mammoth celebration.”

After this release, Weldon received both reproving and
enlightening information concerning Mar’s Hill’s case, particularly
with respect to the Eastport claim, while Lubec and Eastport, just
across Johnson’s Bay from each other - and Millinocket, the
‘home’ of Mt. Katahdin - still made plans to “hoist a 50-star flag”
on the Fourth.
On April 7th, Reverend Donald Stockford, President of the
Lubec Chamber of Commerce (deeming discussions over land
elevations “irrelevant in this matter”) stated in a release to the
NEWS “that he was writing Maine Senator Margaret Chase Smith
and Third District Congressman Clifford G. McIntire suggesting
that in view of conflicting opinions as to where the sun’s rays first
strike the United States mainland in Maine, that the most natural
place to hold a flag raising ceremony would be on the most
easterly point of land in the United States - NAMELY West
Quoddy Head, Lubec.”
Still, allegedly, if not in scientific fact, a fan of the Eastport
claim as late as April 6, 1960 and before the Reverend Donald
Stockford’s ‘Lubec letter’ was published. Carroll F. Merriam sent
his latest conclusions to Stan Lavery, seeming to take closer sides
with the Mar’s Hill claim, prompted in part, perhaps, after having
read Beattie’s April 6, 1960 letter to the NEWS.
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A scientist and not a man of the cloth, Merriman always
concluded such matters as elevation were very pertinent to the
resolution of this matter. He lived and worked in Maine for the
USC&GS, and Merriman apparently showed a keener enthusiasm,
interest and insight into the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey’s own sunrise data than his colleagues in Washington.
This, Weldon concluded from Merriman's forthright,
informative and new correspondence to Lavery which stated:
“Referring to the article ‘Mars Hill Jaycees Offer Aid in Sunrise
Search' on page 8 of [April 6, 1960’s] Bangor Daily News, 1
should be much interested to see the calculations by which
Eastport claims an earlier sunrise. While I agree perfectly with
your conclusions, I cannot reconcile your explanation as quoted in
the paper with the facts of the case.”
Further Merriam said: “Assuming as you say that both
places were at sea [Lubec and Eastport], the tables on page 238ff
in the 1960 Tide Tables for East Coast of North and South
America would apply. The Coast & Geodetic Survey cautions
[nonetheless] against interpolation of tabular values, and so to
differentiate for the small difference in the locations of...[Mar’s
Hill and Eastport], I have made calculations based on the same
assumptions as to...[seeing the sun with the eye] at sea level and as
to refraction. The results [are] that the calculated probable time of
first appearance of the sun [is]:

at Eastport

3:47:09

a.m. E. S. T.

at Mars Hill

3:43:58

[a.m. E. S. T.]”

Carroll F. Merriman further said of times, when the sun
first shines on Maine/USA topography on July Fourth, in the same
April 6, I960 letter to Stan Lavery:

"Although uncertainty of refraction does not justify
carrying the results to seconds, it appears that all things being
equal the probable time of the first appearance of the sun over the
unobstructed horizon would be 3m 1 Is earlier in Mars Hill than at
Eastport. The above calculated times agree as closely as would be
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expected with values interpolated from published tables, which are
given only to the nearest minute.
“Some sunrise tables assume that the eye is approximately
20 feet above sea level, and in this case the times would be slightly
earlier. However, this would not appreciably affect the difference
in time if the same assumption were to be made in both cases
[Eastport and Mar’s Hill], In all probability they [Eastport] have
taken the local time of sunrise for the latitude of one or the other or
possibly a compromise between the two, and then corrected only
for the difference in longitude. This would give them the result of
2m 13s ahead of you. I should think that this is the most probable
explanation. If so you have a good one on them.
“On the other hand, I strongly advise against giving...the
U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey or the U.S. Geological Survey as
authority for the statement that Mars Hill is the first point in the
continental U.S. to receive the rays of the rising sun. I have
recently talked with the men in these bureaus who would be the
ones to whom such matters would be referred, while in
Washington attending the annual meeting of the American
Congress on Surveying and Mapping. I am thus in a position to
know what information has been given out.
"In the first place both agree that there is no one place to
have first sunrise at all times of the year. Consequently the time of
year must be specified. Calculations of the conventional type
taking into consideration height of eye above sea level are easy to
make but uncertainties as to refraction become increasingly great
with elevation so that all results are at best approximations of the
time when the sun might actually appear.
"Such calculations furthermore assume an unobstructed
horizon, a condition which exists only when the sun appears to rise
directly above a water surface. The obstruction of the horizon
greatly complicates matters since in the first place it is necessary to
have topographic maps with.. .detail.
“In reply to a request from [the] Augusta [based] Division
of Recreation of the Maine Department of Economic
Development, the Coast & Geodetic Survey did calculate for
certain selected points the time of sunrise for the equinoxes, and
the solstices and for July 4lh taking into consideration topography,
but the people who actually did the work admitted that at best this
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was an approximation for the reason that the azimuth changes
rapidly as the sun rises and cannot be computed until the altitude of
the sun is known, and this in turn depends upon the azimuth. In
rugged terrain considerable error may result from necessarily
approximating the azimuth from a preliminary assumption as to
altitude.
“Consequently the figures given on their [USC&GS]
tabulation must be considered subject to verification, although the
probabilities are that they represent the true differences in times
that would be found even after [a] more complete analysis.
“The principal caution is that although Mars Hill might
stand first among the places investigated, 1 know definitely that
[the USC&GS| did not search for other possibilities that must be
considered. There are approximately a dozen of these — one of
which would appear to have a good chance of standing ahead of
Mars Hill.
“It is far too early to make any definite statement so my
suggestion is for your committee to make only the claim that yours
will be the first ‘flag’ to greet the rising sun, rather than point of
earliest sunrise, and to place an armed guard at each of the other
possibilities to make sure that no flag is displayed at these points.”

That being in April 1960; his later conclusions came just
before the Fourth as we have seen above and they will be
summarized again.
Basically, the Jaycees agreed with the Merriam letter,
especially Stan Lavery. He took to the typewriter, himself, and sent
a long, forthright response to Merriam on April 11, 1960. Parts of
it are found in the following paragraphs of that letter’s emphasis.

Response to Merriman
After considerable research, particularly with the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, which first put us ahead three
minutes and then behind Mt. Katahdin by one minute, earlier this
year, Stan Lavery stated, “we checked with the “astronomy
department of the University of Maine, and with.. .engineers of the
State Highway Commission. It did not seem from the tone of the
|United States) Coast and Geodetic [Survey] letters [sent to John J.
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Edmunds in late 1959] as if they could devote any more time to a
more exhaustive analysis of the problem. From their [Astronomy
Department, University of Maine and Maine’s State Highway
Commission, personnel involved with giving Lavery data] reading
of the Coast and Geodetic letters, it seemed as if the times given in
the latest [USC&GS’s] data would have been based on the
prevailing factors in the other cases cited, but that there was room
for improvement with regard to Mars Hill.”
Lavery was using the USC&GS’s own data to make his
points and further wrote: “Our consultant (without pay) who is an
engineer [Norman Schultz - Maine State Highway Commission since called the Department of Transportation], especially
qualified, in the employ of the state [from 1952 - 1971; died in
1992] has predicted [the] Fourth of July time of sunrise at Mars
Hill to be anything between 3:37 and 3:39.50 which would put us
ahead of Mt. Katahdin as calculated by him and the Coast and
Geodetic at about 3:41 [A. M., E. S. T.].”
Schultz" and USC&GS’ Results

Norman Schultz’ (spring 1960) findings, with respect to
‘times’ and the controversy had given the “desired credibility” to
the Mar’s Hill claim as compared to Pierce’s late 1959 ‘times’
from the USC&GS which had placed Mt. Katahdin ahead of Mar’s
Hill by a minute. Schultz’ findings were not as refined as
Merriman’s later ones, perhaps, nonetheless these early results and
their use by the Jaycees continued to fuel the fire even if no
further, appreciable or definitive light was shed on the
controversy, as to which mountain would reign ‘supreme’ on the
Fourth 1960.
Schultz’ findings may have kept the gusher ‘spouting’ if
not bringing it to a boiling point even close to the celebration itself.
It was Merriman’s ‘last minute’, detailed and straightforward data,
though, which gave later credibility to the cause.
It might be seen by some as it did to Weldon that Mar’s
Hill’s Road Commissioner, none other than Stan Lavery, was the
driving force behind the celebration. He wore many hats as the
small town’s manager. As the project’s key strategist, Lavery’s
professional connections with other State of Maine highway
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professionals, ‘cemented’ early in 1960. provided the ‘manager’
and the Flag-Raising Committee with ongoing and interpretive
information to utilize in response to project critics. Lavery was, for
example, early on. in contact with Schultz of the Maine State
Highway Commission and with Jack McKeen about the project’s
claims and aims.
Certainly the exchanges of one or more credible sources in
newspaper accounts, keeping the ‘boiling, gusher tactics’ spiraling,
prompted Carroll F. Merriman’s important, April 7, 1960 letter
(quoted in full above), and Lavery’s response to that letter as noted
in the previous section. Later, Merriman was able, by explaining
the refraction issue to refine if not ‘confirm’, Schultz’s times.
Subsequently and fortunately for the Jaycees, some of
Merriman’s new findings were published in both the NEWS and
the BOSTON HERALD on June 24, 1960, though there was little
attention given to this publicly by anyone except close observers in
Mar’s Hill, because of the immanency of the July Fourth event.
Nevertheless, Merriman’s figures were ‘better late than never’ at
least for the historical ‘purists’ in the controversy.
June 8, 1960 Trek

Below is Weldon’s first-hand, participant version of the
‘little group’ of Jaycees’ trek to the peak of the Town’s mountain
on June 8, 1960.
Several Jaycees, including Stan Lavery, Walter Tweedie,
Wendell Pierce and Weldon (along with a high powered and
credible chauffeur, the area’s state representative, Herschel Good),
donned the latter’s old, jeep and from the once called, Zibe
Davenport farm at the foot of the ‘south end’ of the mountain, took
a very old and ‘forever’, unmanaged road toward the top of the
‘hili’. The new road at the western face of the mountain, following
old trails as well, in part, was not yet constructed.
About a mile and an half into the tree line of this ‘highway
to the sky’ the jeep fell to the side and off the road. It was a
precarious roadway at best; built eons ago, underbrush had closed
much of its access. Except for Lavery, Tweedie and Weldon the
other two men walked back to the journey’s beginning point and
found in one of the vehicles a come-along to jack the jeep back
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onto the road — forward a little, as well, from the pitch to which
the jeep was lodged so that it then could proceed. Upon their return
to the scene of the disabled jeep the task was not an easy one to get
the vehicle onto the ‘road’! Time was running out and everyone
experienced some frustration as the task was completed.
There was no swearing, chuckle! The team got the jeep on
track again and headed toward the peak.
If Pierce and Good had not returned at a time specified
before their departure, Lavery, Tweedie and Weldon planned to
trudge the next mile and a half - and of course all these sub-stories
were happening before daylight - in time to ‘measure’ the sun.
Time had been scheduled into the trek for an emergency but not
too much! Good thing! There were tense moments for sure during
this unexpected turn of events!
Though the trek was in the ‘dark’ there was a partial glow
from the moon, as the highly motivated team carrying light,
technical equipment arrived on foot for the last hundred or so laps.
At the top, Stan Lavery immediately, with only several
minutes to spare, adjusted his camera and transit to await the sun
as it was expected to peek over the top of the mountain. Weldon
thought to himself, “not a totally scientifically-augmented
moment.” Nonetheless, it was the best technology available on that
June morning on the mountain where eventually it would be
‘declared by the Mar’s Hill Jaycees and their ‘fans’, the first
elevated area in the State of Maine to see the sun that day, June 8,
and July 4. I960, as well as on similar, subsequent, years and
‘compatible’ times and dates during the calendar year, forever!
Though it was hoped by the ‘party’ that Lavery’s findings
of the rising of the spring sun on that bright day would have been
more evidentiary, at least the sun came up and all present saw it
pierce slowly through the depths of the dark from the east in
nearby Canada. By that time, the participants, except Lavery, who
was ‘photographing’ and recording the timing of the sun coming
over the crest, were crouched below the peak of the mountain,
looking northeast and with naked eyes, awaiting the anticipated
site of the rising sun.
Merriman, on June 28, 1960, at too late a date to be
purposefully realistic in gathering additional specific data,
suggested to Stan Lavery the importance of getting better
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photographs than those obtained on June 8, 1960, by the use of
telescopic, photographic, movie equipment, which would have
more accurately photographed timed, sequential frames of the
sun’s profile - first at the horizon and then by shooting
additionally, timed, photographic sequences until the full “disk of
the sun’’ emerged. In hindsight the same team that went factfinding on June 8 could have observed the sun rising on June 3,
1960, early in the morning, as part of Weldon’s rally and ceremony
related to his staging Pilgrim ’.v jaunt to the top that day.
Merriman wanted such “shots of the image of the sun’s
bursts over the mountain peak “particularly after the full image of
the sun [became] visible: This, he argued, would have enabled he
and others “to compute back to the first moment that the disk
would have been seen.” Such film quality and sequencing of
highly technical photography was not to be the case by the Fourth.
The trek had been planned several weeks in advance and a
press release, already prepared, was ready for publication when the
party descended from the mountain amidst brilliant sunshine and
enthusiastic fans of the trek. All that was needed, therein, was to
add team-trek times of the sited sun.
The data gleaned, from both informal sightings, camera and
surveying equipment, was recorded by the ‘adventurous patriots’
to compare with other sunrise data which was already on record,
recent or from decades past.
Stan Lavery and Wendell Pierce both took watches and
they were synchronized just minutes before the sun rose. Weldon
rarely wore a watch and did not have one. He had a piece of paper
and pen, nonetheless, at hand, and with his yet 'untarnished'
credibility as an historian (record keeper) took notes. Weldon
recorded the following information: Beattie’s sighting with his eye
al 4:32 A. M. and Lavery’s sighting with his survey equipment at
4:32.5, A. M. The sun was on the horizon completely at 4:38 A. M.
If no other claim would stick as to when the sun rose on Mar’s
Hill, historically, Weldon thought — “we are here on THE
MOUNTAIN on this date, June 8, 1960, E. D. S. T. and can
confirm the sun peeked through at these times observed and
recorded.” Lavery had just one good eye! Weldon wore glasses at
the time. Don’t tell the opposition! These were June 1960 times
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and not those that it would have been nice to observe on the Fourth
1960 itself!
These data would be used, eventually, by Merriam and
almost immediately by the Jaycees, to embellish the prepared news
release. Part of the release read: “A trio of Mars Hill
Jaycees...[Good was not a Jaycee] at dawn this morning went to
the peak of Mars Hill Mountain to prove that the sun will strike
there first before any other place in the State of Maine or
the... [remainder] of the United States on the fourth of July.” The
group was “equipped with cameras, radios, tripods and other
paraphernalia.” The release also stated, the team took photos and
recorded information “to prove that dawn came to Mars Hill at
3:32 A. M., Standard Time...” and 4:32 A. M., E. D. S. T.
Merriman’s Response

Facts provided by Carroll F. Merriman and Norman
Schultz were voluntary of course and the mathematical findings,
especially Merriman’s, though forwarded to the NEWS, in late
June 1960, were not timely enough to influence the state of Maine
or a breadth of newspaper publications and related public opinion
in favor of Mar’s Hill’s position. It also takes a while for the facts
to sink in! And most agencies did not have Merriman's data.
On July 1, 1960. Merriam's NEWS article on refraction was
published and his topography-related overlay map of Maine was
printed in the same newspaper, earlier, on June 24, 1960.
Graphics, therein, were composed in an era before
computer models could be projected as proof, either about this
flag-raising event and/or any event or situation requiring
maximum, graphic and mathematical accuracy. Merriman's
information on refraction is included, here, in its entirety.
Drawings are on file in the Town’s public library’s archives:
“In order to comprehend the difficulty in predicting exactly
the moment when the sun will be seen from Mt. Katahdin or from
Mars Hill on the morning of July fourth I960, it is first necessary
to appreciate what refraction is and what its effect can be.
Refraction is the bending of the rays of light as it passes through
a...medium having variable density, such as the earth's
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atmosphere which is much denser at lower elevations than at
higher. If light were to travel in a straight line as it does in a
uniform medium or on the moon where there is no atmosphere,
precise predictions of sunrise could be made. Thus, the whole
matter of whether one place or another would first see the sun [in
Maine] could readily be solved provided that sufficiently detailed
topographic maps were available for the regions to the eastward.
“To illustrate what the effect of refraction is, let us consider
for example a moderately high elevation of land, not as high as
Katahdin, though higher than Mars Hill. Suppose that this
mountain or hill, whatever it might be called, to have an elevation
of 3,182 feet above sea level, and that an observer would be
looking eastward toward the rising sun. Let us assume also that as
at Cadillac [Mountain] the horizon is unbroken by intervening hills
so that there is a clear view of open sea. Now, if light traveled in a
straight line...[considered the True Horizon],..it could readily be
computed that the maximum distance...any object at sea level
could be seen would be exactly 60 nautical miles. That is the
length of a line tangent to the surface of the sea passing through
the eye of the observer at elevation 3,182 [feet].
"However, the tables in the back cover of the U. S. Coast
Pilot indicate that from this elevation the distance to the horizon is
64.65 nautical miles. How is it [then] that we can actually see the
4.65 miles beyond the true horizon?
"The answer is that light travels in a bent path...and thus
can reach a point, P. beyond the theoretical limit of sight. Because
of this bending, point P. appears in the direction that the ray enters
the eye of the observer, and thus seems to him, or her, to be
elevated to the position P. In fact because of refraction the
diameter of the world is apparently enlarged by about 16%....
“Thus it is that the true horizon appears to the observer to
be elevated to the position |Q, which could be determined as
the]...'Apparent horizon’. It should be noted ...though somewhat
elevated, this apparent horizon is still below [a] line level with the
eye of the observer by an amount that is well known to navigators
as the 'dip' of the horizon.
“Light continues to bend even after it grazes the horizon
and keeps on bending just as long as it is influenced by the earth's
atmosphere. The result is that sun, moon and stars, especially when
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very low in the sky, do not appear in their true positions.
Consequently, as shown in the diagram [available at the Walter T.
Hanson Library Archives] it is possible that the sun can be actually
below the horizon and still be clearly visible. This means that in all
calculations for sunrise or sunset, allowance has to be made for the
effect of refraction.
“However, what might be called the fly in the ointment is
that the amount by which refraction alters the apparent positions of
heavenly bodies is decidedly variable and by no means predictable.
It is generally assumed that the time of sunrise, or sunset, as
computed is when the sun is by as much as 590 minutes of arc that
is equivalent to about */2 sun diameters below the apparent horizon.
On this basis it could be easily shown that sunrise at Mars Hill
would definitely be earlier than at Mt. Katahdin. However there is
no assurance that the uncertainties of refraction on that eventful
morning might not favor the underdog.”
Poland Spring Flag-Raising
The greatest underdog of them all, perhaps, was Poland
Spring, ME, an inland village near Auburn, Androscoggin, ME
which was showered with sunshine on July 4, 1960 where its
residents routinely raised its flag on our nation's birthday. There,
the weather was perfect and neither refraction nor topography had
anything to do with which flag in Maine first saw the sun that day
- much to the disdain of the principal contenders for this honor. At
Poland Spring, an American, 50-star flag was raised around 5:00
A. M., Eastern Daylight Saving Time.

Debacle at Mar’s Hill
All summer, in 1960, the weather had been dry with no
precipitation of an appreciable amount. The evening before this
momentous Fourth, Weldon hardly slept. He planned to be at the
foot of the mountain early to greet the governor, a colonel from
Loring Air Force Base in Limestone, the 50 girls he had engaged,
each to carry one of the state flags, and other Jaycees and friends
who would already be on hand. At 1:30 A. M. it was cloudy.
Weldon looked into the heavens and recalled the weather forecast
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for the past several days had predicted rain for the Fourth in Mar’s
Hill. ME.
At 2:30 A. M. a worried Weldon, attired accordingly, stood
outside the house at King’s Grove where he had come to live at
age four from E Plantation - on a team-driven double wagon in
April 1940 (later he called the land and house - the latter not
standing after 1972; only a granary — WILORDON CHASE).
In his restlessness Weldon felt a warm but moist breeze and
at the same time anxiously observed dark clouds assembling while
skirting the moon, which lost its glow in the change of weather
patterns in the sky, thereabouts. Even the mountain, in his purview,
was clouding over.
The impending storm was in stark contrast to the delightful,
sharp, yellow reflection of the sun and its diamond-like sparkle,
which he observed early in the morning at 3:32 A. M., E. S. T. on
June 8, 1960 at the mountain’s peak and the day before during the
entire Pilgrim’s Progress Pageant.
Less than an hour later, Weldon drove to the foot of the
mountain. There, he sensed a weather disaster. He grieved,
somewhat, that places in Maine other than Mar’s Hill would
achieve the fame of the sun first hitting their flags - at dawn without doing a 'millionth' of the planning that had been energized
and completed by the Jaycees and others in Mar’s Hill.
About 3:00, A. M., E. D. S. T„ the inevitable happened.
The heavens opened and poured down torrents of rain. Weldon's
excitement, which had evolved nearly to a 'fever pitch’ over the
past six months, was nearly dashed and his heart began to palpitate
although ever so slightly as he greeted dignitaries and town folks
and saw others coming in rain gear and umbrellas — including the
Honorable, Governor John Reed.
Well before dawn, four, eight passenger, all-wheel-drive,
dark-blue, overland jeeps were moved into place at the foot of the
mountain’s new, but muddy, red road, amidst the fog and rain
showers, to safely ferry Governor John Reed and the other guests
to the summit.
Dignitaries, Jaycees, the fifty flag-bearing high school girls,
many from Bridgewater, ME and Colonel Melvin R. Schultz,
Commander of Loring Air Force Base all climbed into 'their
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respective jeeps’ and drove to the top as deepening, swirling
puddles of rain poured down upon the new road.
Colonel Schultz was unable to deploy his Loring Air Force
Base helicopter to the Mar’s Hill mountaintop as originally
planned, because of the foul, flying weather. Several weeks earlier,
Weldon and several other Jaycees had met the colonel at Loring
Air Force Base, in Limestone, Aroostook, ME and toured the
facility. This included observing and ‘examining’ one of the two
nuclear-powered helicopters located at the base. There were no
free rides or otherwise, though!
Participating Partners

During the spring months of 1960, Weldon requested from
each of the country’s fifty states, one of their flags to fly in Maine
on July 4, 1960. If states did not respond to this request, Weldon
ordered the “missing” flags from a shop in Houlton, Aroostook,
ME. They in turn had come to Houlton from a Beacon Hill firm in
Boston, MA where he had visited personally during the spring of
1959 while in graduate school. He knew Robert Maxim, manager
of the shop next door, who ‘hailed’ from an original Winthrop, ME
family of Maxims. His wife was Mary Maxim, Director of
Admissions at Gordon College when Weldon was a student there
in 1954-58.
Stan Lavery gave Weldon space at the town office to type
the letters to the fifty states. Each of these fifty, state flags, affixed
to a staff, were held by a teenage girl from Mar's Hill or from the
surrounding towns. This task was made a bit easier for Weldon in
that during the 1959-1960, school-year, he was a full-time teacher
at Bridgewater Classical Academy where many volunteers were
sought and enlisted for this patriotic task. There was no quid pro
quo - good grades for holding a flag!
Parents or friends of the fifty teenagers brought the young
patriots on the day of reckoning, with their flag, to the foot of the
new, mountain road which first displayed rushing if not gushing,
then trickling streams of varied colors of brown and red soil
resulting from the sudden ‘downpour’. The road was barely
finished for the celebration, and it certainly was not sealed with
macadam!
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Flag-Raising Ceremony
As of June 28, I960, Merriam’s latest calculations gave
Mar’s Hill Mountain a mere thirteen (13) second advantage over
Katahdin. This, without the pole calculated into his findings!
In his letter to Stan Lavery on the above date, Merriam
said: “It is as they say of...[Scottish] people, a close race.” Neither
the press nor Mar’s Hill stalwarts - other than a few Jaycees - ever
would learn of Merriam’s latest results in any formal sense of the
word.
This included the considerable and often, ‘dampened’
group of “sunrise patriots” who gathered at the summit that day
and saw the flag raised on schedule - rain or shine - as one might
say. There was no bloohooing! Congressional Medal of Honor, Ed
Dahlgren recipient of World War II fame — and a friend and
neighbor of Weldon’s cousin, in Blaine, ME, Ralph O. Estabrook
(son of Frank L. Estabrook), who served with General George
Patton in WWII and died on October 6, 2009 — shared in this
event. Ed Dahlgren had experienced many, much more trying
moments during his military career.
Atop the mountain, near the flag pole and slab on which it
was affixed, a small building had earlier been constructed for
emergency shelter, storage and a place to sell coffee and soft
drinks. The fifteen x fifteen feet square by one-foot or more, thick,
concrete slab, into which was set a metal flagpole holder had been
constructed previously. Into the flagpole holder had been placed a
painted (white), fifty-foot-tall flagpole prior to that ‘fateful’ day.
Even with the rain, only a few onlookers sought shelter
under some nearby trees. Weldon spent a few moments in the
shelter contemplating the Celebration’s next move. Less attention
was given to the elements by the large crowd present, he observed,
compared to their desire to see the large American flag raised “according to the book” (the Schultz and Merriam book) - at no
later than 4:37.50 A. M. Eastern Daylight Savings Time. Walter
Tweedie, that past year's Jaycee’s President, Lavery and Weldon
assured that a dry but soon-to-be, rain-drenched flag, was hoisted
upwards, on-time, though without the presence of the early sun.
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Because of the rain and early shuttling the governor did not
reach the summit for another twenty minutes. Many of the flag
holding teenagers were getting drenched, unfortunately, by then,
with the steady but much lighter rain storm. While awaiting
Governor Reed, Weldon, Miss Maine and Mrs. Maine (each for the
year 1959), Lieutenant Colonel Lawrence Johnson of the 702nd
Strategic Missile Wing at Presque Isle Air Force Base and a
handful of Jaycees, enjoyed the wood fire from a tall, pot-bellied
stove in the small storage building. Some drank coffee (even
Weldon, although this was never a habit he assumed throughout
his lifetime — his parents, Grace Louise and Peter Ernest Beattie
always said it would stunt his growth.
It was determined as everyone watched and waited,
particularly after the governor’s arrival to once again raise the flag
- with John Reed and Ed Dahlgren doing the honors. With no
sunbeams but a lull in the storm, the second flag-raising ceremony
proceeded in an orderly fashion amidst the crowd of jubilant
onlookers and some heavy waves of mist!
Flag-Raisings Reported

The next day’s edition of the NEWS' story of these
successive flag raisings was extensive:”
"Governor Reed arrived at the mountain top by four-wheel
jeep in time to help raise the new flag a second time; it being
brought down so that he could. ‘I was here in ample time but
facilities at the mountain’s foot were not such that I could get to
the top in time’, explained the governor. The freshly constructed,
mountain road had turned into mud slush by rains during...the
early morning.
"Reed bent to help a Mars Hill [actually, Blaine] Medal of
Honor winner, Edward Dahlgren, 44, who had hoisted the new flag
previously with the assistance of Colonel Schultz and Miss Maine,
Sally Robinson. The flag went up [the second time] and became
entangled in the halyard; then was unfurled, with the cheers and
applause from several hundred spectators who seemed not to
notice that it was raining again. Two bands played the Star
Spangled Banner for the second time.”
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"[Being] the true ‘preacher-politician’ that he was, the
elderly Benjamin C. Bubar, Sr. took the microphone and expressed
his elation about “ours as being the most highly educated and
Christian nation in the world....”

Some of Governor John F. Reed's words also captured the

NEWS:

“‘Aroostook County always comes in first’, observed the
governor.. .when his turn came to speak. ‘Aroostook County
citizens are the symbol of the supremacy of the state’.
“The Governor labeled the morning effort ‘a great start
toward developing the county’s tourist assets’, “having referred to
the Jaycees’ Mountain Development Corporation’s intention of
promoting winter sports on Mars Hill Mountain.”

Later that Day
Quite soon after the speeches, perhaps two hours later, the
sun came out but only after claimants at Poland Spring, ME,
blessed with the sun, modestly and perhaps, unknowingly, at first,
‘stole the show’. News of this ‘upstaged’ flag-raising did not reach
Mar’s Hill until the following day’s newspapers. The flag raised at
Poland Spring was immediately sent to Hawaii. "That had taken
some pre-planning, supposedly,” thought Weldon! What an ego
disheartening experience, for the moment at least, for Weldon and
his fellow co-patriots!
It proved easier to descend the mountain than to ‘walk it’ in
the rain as many had done - except for those in the four-wheel
drive over-lands.
On Mar’s Hill's most historic day, uncontrollable timing of
the emergence of the crowds uncomprehendingly overwhelmed the
Jaycees. Reflecting, years later, about the “emotional pain”
brought on by the rapid (almost blitzkrieg like behavior) as the
unexpected wave of excited participants swept upon the fair
grounds, Weldon remembered once again the dejected faces of
fellow Jaycees who were helping with the last minute fence and
gate preparations. For example, Josh Jones and Bobby Mahan who, otherwise, always projected a friendly laughter along with
their satirical sense of humor - displayed little glee at that moment,
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recalled the celebration’s chairperson. Weldon and Harley York
were also somewhat subdued by the predicament.
Some officials estimated approximately 50.000 Americans
and Canadians filled the town’s corridor of roadways/highways
(north and south and east and west - wherever) with motored
vehicles and pedestrians. Only half that figure was estimated by
the NEWS. Packed with vehicles for part of the early morning were
the north and south routes in and out of Mar's Hill. This may have
been the only time in the history of the town that such slowcrawling gridlock was ever ‘reckoned with’ by its citizenry and
their visitors through its wide, western like, ‘in-town’ street fronts.
The slowing of traffic was also ‘halted’ later in the day by
the length of the celebration’s parade down Main Street in Mar’s
Hill, which started on the Blaine-Mar’s Hill boundary and ended at
the old Fort Street School Playground approximately two hours
later. There is a new elementary school on that site now; named for
Gladys Knox, Weldon’s second grade teacher.
Harley York, Weldon’s school-chum for years, in the band,
church and generally speaking (they often double-dated, Carolee
C. and Sandra K.) did a marvelous job of planning and executing
the parade’s route and components. The parade was ‘pulled off as
the saying might have been heard from some of the town folks,
‘without a hitch’!
Weldon wanted fifty bands, one for each state, but Harley
ultimately persuaded his long-time, friend to accept the futility of
this goal. There were six bands in the parade from Aroostook
County including the renowned Aroostook Central Institute Band
directed by Priscilla Smith.
As a young boy of nine, Weldon peddled fresh, farm eggs
to Priscilla and her husband, Carl Smith, a West Ridge Road
farmer and a onetime state representative in Augusta, ME who
died in Presque Isle, ME in 2009.
During the band’s rehearsal for the Fourth Mrs. Smith
(formerly Ms. Jones) permitted Weldon to conduct the band in a
practice run. Fortunately, Weldon, two years previously, had taken
conducting lessons with Normal Clayton, Jr. - a professor and
head of the music program at Gordon College. And, he had
experienced a quality and challenging mentor, Reginald B. Bonnin,
Sr., his music teacher (both Weldon and York took trombone
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lessons from Bonnin) and band master for five years (1948-1952),
since deceased. When retired, and living at Smithfield Flats,
Somerset, ME Weldon and his wife Lorraine once visited
Reginald, Sr. and Natalie, Bonnin’s wife and their youngest son.
Natalie was a renowned piano teacher. Their oldest son, Reggie
(Sonny) B. Bonnin, Jr., a percussionist, was teaching and living in
Southern Maine with his musical wife, Gloria — their three
children living, nearby — in 2010.
Hawaiian Show’

Deciding to display hula dance girls in a Hawaiian show in
Mar’s Hill - a ‘Bible belt of Calvinism, Arminianism and
Victorianism’, still, in 1960, was controversial at best from the
start. Notwithstanding the prevailing parochialism, this
entertainment was certainly in accord with the theme of the day celebrating Hawaii’s official entrance into the Union!
In the end, the Jaycees owed for most of the show’s cost.
Pre-sale and ‘tickets at the door’ receipts failed to bring in many
takers let alone needed dollars. Locals and visitors lined the parade
route to see that type of activity and regular expectations of that ilk
during a celebration and to participate in a street dance later in the
evening, but middle aged and older couples going, together, to see
girls from afar with little clothing shaking their bodies and men
eating fire and knives? That did not prove to be a winner!
Weldon went to each of the major events! He caught
sufficient glimpses of them in order to remember the joy that this
celebration brought to him and many folks on this unique, ‘once in
a lifetime’, Fourth of July Celebration in Mar’s Hill.
To Weldon, the flavor of the day and evening events far
outweighed any criticism of the Hawaiian show - which he
believed was unwarranted. He paid the fare and enjoyed the show!
The price was right, though very few paid the $4.00 ticket
fee, which then, for Mar’s Hill citizenry may have been too
extravagant a figure given the other events, which, along with
food, took significant, family savings.
The Hawaiian show cost the Jaycees a flat fee of $4000.
Maybe the lack of a solid attendance was based on family values
skeptical of such entertainment. Or, maybe being staged at the gym
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at ACI (in 2005 the same gym became the Blaine/Mar’s Hill
Community Center) - a mile or so from the center of activities
during the day and early evening — figured into the equation as
perhaps did. in part, variations of traffic flow and gridlock. Weldon
surmised it was cost and parochialism!

Fireworks Display

Stan Lavery spent most of that Fourth, after the flag-raising
ceremony, itself, rigging the evening fireworks display. It was
scheduled for 10:00 P.M. on Mar’s Hill and to be ‘set off’ after the
Hawaiian show and during the latter part of the Street Dance so all
could view it as staged on the mountain from the center of town.
The rain dampened much of the purchased fireworks and wiring
and that delayed the event considerably.
In those days the spectacular fireworks displays that we see
around the country and in New England today (examples that this
author sees periodically in Boston or even in the Maine towns of
Hallowell, Lewiston, Augusta, and Winthrop), rarely had been
experienced by most of Mar's Hill citizenry. Stan Lavery wanted
this to be an outstanding capstone during the evening of this
historic day. Principally, the fireworks displays ‘fizzled’, in part, at
least, and unfortunately, because of the wetness factor. Lavery had
to light each piece separately in that the wiring network had
become ineffective. It was advertised as an extravaganza. That was
not the actual result! The individual explosions started a half hour
late at 10:30 P.M., and being so far from town, the hoped-for
displays did not show up as vividly as expected.
Some townspeople, though many waited to see the
fireworks, were critical; Weldon was not. He knew the work that
Stan Lavery had put into the entire day’s events including his
fireworks hopes. After all, this was the largest Fourth of July
celebration ever held in Aroostook County, before or afterwards!
Managed by a minimum of volunteer workers —mostly Jaycees, all
for the benefit of the town and its people
Edmunds Remembered
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John J. Edmunds was invited to the flag-raising event as
was Benjamin C. Bubar, Sr. He came. Nonetheless, there were
none among the Jaycees who remembered seeing Bridgewater,
ME's ‘sunrise guru' at any of the Celebration’s events!
Whatever the case, he surely would have seen the lack of
sun that morning during the flag- raising ceremony, itself. If he
were at home on the Boundary Line Road in Bridgewater,
Edmunds undoubtedly saw the early rain emerging as he ate
breakfast and looked as he had done for decades at the mountain's
highest peak, in Mar’s Hill, out of his kitchen window to the north.
A penny (or an 1869 silver dollar) for his thoughts!
Perhaps he also was invited and on hand for the July 4,
1976, mountain-based, two-hundredth, Bi-Centennial Celebration
of the nation’s founding and the “re-enactment” of the 1960 flag
raising. Weldon was not. Thomas Saucier, town manager at the
time, wanted Weldon to give an address on the 1960 Celebration at
the 1976 event. Saucier and Weldon were classmates from
Kindergarten through graduation at Aroostook Central Institute
(1953). He told Weldon of this hope, in later years, but did not
know how to reach the former Celebration’s facilitator at that time.
Weldon was living, then, in Hamilton, Essex, MA. He was
involved in major Bi-Centennial projects himself, namely, helping
Hap Dailey of Hamilton, MA erect a large, granite monument to
Masconomet, the Native American Chieftain of the area when John
Winthrop, Jr. came to Manchester, Essex, MA in 1624, and
Weldon also was publishing for the same Bi-Centennial event, two
histories — Hamilton, Massachusetts: Chronicle of a Country
Town (Wenham, MA: Gordon College Press, 1976) and The
Army’s Navy In a Year of Revolution (Wenham, MA: Gordon
College Press, 1976). The latter book was written for the Beverly
Historical Commission of which Weldon had been a long-time,
past, member, in partial response to Beverly, Essex, MA’s Bi
Centennial Celebration of the American Revolution; the first for
the Town of Hamilton, MA. Weldon was a member of Hamilton’s
Bi-Centennial Commission, the Historic District Commission and
president of the Hamilton Historical Society.
On July 4, 2009, Weldon was a guest speaker of the
Monmouth, Kennebec, ME Chapter of the V. F. W. which
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celebrated the Fourth and dedicated a new flag pole in South
Monmouth, Kennebec, ME. Weldon chose to speak on the Mar’s
Hill, 1960 flag-raising. In the audience was a relative of Ivan
Smith, Sr. of Mar's Hill, the latter who had attended the 1960
flag-raising. The Monmouth, ME Smith, a local dairy farmer, who
goes by the name, Ivan, was named Russell Ivan Smith for both his
father, Russell and for his cousin, the West Ridge Road, Ivan
Smith, Sr., who was one of Weldon’s fondest benefactors.
At Christmas time 2009, speaking of locating someone, or
would it better be termed a coincidence, Weldon learned from his
son, Donny McIntosh Beattie, who lives on Beechwood Drive in
Tospham, Sagadahoc, ME, that Tom Saucier’s son, also named
Tom, lives on the same street. At least, now, Tom and Weldon
could easily get in contact with each other if the need arose
through their respective sons with their father’s names.
John J. Edmunds died on February 17, 1977 just a few
months before Weldon and his family relocated from his
deanship/interim presidency, decade at North Shore Community
College in Beverly. MA to Winthrop, ME whereupon he became
president of the University of Maine at Augusta on July 21, 1977.
Later, he joined the State University of New York at SUNY
Broome in Binghamton, Broome, NY as its president from 198087 before ‘retiring’ in Winthrop. ME.
Edmund’s interest and lengthy/formidable work, though
indirect in nature, on behalf of Mar’s Hill’s sunrise claims, will
never be slighted or forgotten as long at the Walter T. Hanson
Memorial Library staff/directors decide to ‘hold’ the papers that
Weldon saved from John J. Edmunds’ research (and which formed
the basis of this story) and/or will keep this booklet, Sunrise
Patriots: First with the Fifty-Star Flag, on hand in the library's
archives for the people of Mar’s Hill to read and revel about for
generations to come.
Weldon met the other of John J. Edmund’s sons, John J.
Edmunds, Jr. and John’s grandson, also named John (Jack)
Edmunds, recently. For years they have owned property at East
Grand Lake next to the Hayward Ames, Jr. and Margie (Ames)
Neeley property on the same lake. That fortuitous meeting was on
July 4, 2008 when Weldon was visiting there and celebrating the
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Fourth with Harley and Loree (Smith) York with their extensive
family and comfortable cottage on the same lake.
Weldon and the Edmunds, father and son, had an
unexpected conversation about their progenitor and the Fourth,
I960, and this author shared some of the flag-raising story’s
contents with that family during a more than half hour chat.
Weldon also sent that Edmunds family a copy of the original
manuscript, Sunrise Patriots: First with the Fifty-Star Flag in
August 2008. It was a ‘casual’ and fun experience for all three!

Postscript
In the early 1980s the famed NEW YORK TIMES, January
13, 1981, was beating the drums for Mt. Katahdin and there was no
mention of Mar’s Hill’s claim: “The point to receive the first rays
of sunlight depends on the season and the atmospheric conditions
and cannot be definitely determined. However, at the vernal and
autumnal equinoxes and the summer solstice, the first rays of
sunlight usually fall on Mount Katahdin in north-central Maine.
Cadillac Mountain on Mount Desert Island off the coast of Maine
receives the first rays of sunshine at the winter solstice.”
Wedding.net, Maine’s Miscellaneous Topics is more
comprehensive in describing the general competition over which
town or mountain first sees the sun in the USA: “Cadillac
Mountain in Bar Harbor, Mt. Katahdin in Baxter State Park, and
Mars Hill Mountain, in Mars Hill, each battle to be the first site in
the contiguous United States to see the morning's sunlight. Maine's
first light depends on the time of year, as the sunrise moves from
South to North. From October 7 to March 6, Cadillac Mountain is
first. From March 7 to March 24...[West] Quoddy Head is first in
the country.” During the “Warmer months, March 25 to September
18, Mars Hill Mountain sees first light. Then, when the sun starts
getting lower in the sky, the country's day [begins] from September
19 to October 6 back at...[West] Quoddy Head.”
For the January 1972 edition of Yankee Magazine, Blanton
C. Wiggin wrote a short article with related graphics about the
1960, Hag-raising event. The article was entitled, “Where (in the
United States) Does the Sun Shine First?” Weldon stumbled upon
this article and saved it while living in Hamilton, MA in 1976. Its
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thesis emphasized Mar’s Hill as being the "sleeper” (contender) in
this 1960. flag-raising celebration. Undoubtedly, thought Weldon,
at the time and even now, Wiggin was right!
Note: Now, is February 16, 2010.

